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From luftb at libcoop.net Tue Sep 1 09:46:47 2009
From: luftb at libcoop.net (William Luft)
Date: Tue Sep 1 09:43:20 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Digitization project advice
Message-ID:
<E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC9537042CB38D@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
I too am interested in Digitization project advice as well as possible sources of
grants for digitization, especially for county records.
Bill Luft, Head
Reference Division
Macomb County Reference & Research Center
Clinton Township, MI
luftb@libcoop.net
586-4668731
-----Original Message----From: gdiamante18@gmail.com [mailto:gdiamante18@gmail.com]
Sent: Mon 8/31/2009 3:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitization project advice

This is Maria not carol .
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
-----Original Message----From: Rhonda Konig <Konigr@buffalolib.org>
Date: Mon, 31 Aug 2009 13:15:06
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitization project advice
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4514 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090901/1e74a38d/
attachment.bin
From Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov Tue Sep 1 16:01:52 2009
From: Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov (Laura.Wickstead@roanokeva.gov)

Date: Tue Sep 1 16:02:38 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Laura Wickstead is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF5A2FC03E.F3253A61-ON85257624.006E090285257624.006E0902@roanokeva.gov>
I will be out of the office starting
09/17/2009.

09/01/2009 and will not return until

For assistance please contact Alicia Sell at
alicia.sell@roanokeva.gov, 540-853-2073 or 540-853-5868.

Thank you.

From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Wed Sep 2 11:40:45 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Wed Sep 2 11:40:48 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Digitization project advice
In-Reply-To: <20090901160016.BD1CCD0187@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090901160016.BD1CCD0187@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622ECEA@rplexch1.rpl.org>
1. Is there a digitization consultant that you would recommend?
The Rochester library consulted with the people at DCAPS at Cornell
University on technical matters. This was on a contract basis but was
worth it to get an idea of the costs and size of then work. (Back in
2003 they recommended petabytes of storage.)
2. Would anyone who has worked on a similar project be willing to talk
to our staff about your experience?
We in Rochester have already talked to Rhonda and her colleagues.
Someone else should chime in!
3. What software would you recommend for this type of project?
Probably whatever comes with the machines that do the digitization, an
the companies that provide the software will make it work with their
hardware. Also, Adobe Acrobat to make PDF's and even Adobe Creative
Suite to allow the creation of all the different type of files which
might be included.
4. possible sources of grants for digitization?
Rochester has used sources from private foundation grants, IMLS grants,
local Regional Database grants [RBDB stands for the Regional
Bibliographic Data Bases and Interlibrary Resources Sharing Program.
This grant from New York State], and some federal grants [like NEH,
etc]. Then there is the old standby, making nice to local well off
people. Twice this year we have had folks donate non-trivial amounts of
money, [like 50,000 dollars] among other reasons because they got a tour
of our operations and a few freebies from the machines.

-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or

disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Sep 3 17:10:56 2009
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu Sep 3 17:10:59 2009
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (September 2009)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2704ACEB83@sudley1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
September 2009

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm> .
SPACE GOING QUICKLY FOR
"RELIC AFTER DARK," SEPTEMBER 26,
FEATURING DR. JOHN P. COLLETTA
The Fifth Annual "RELIC After Dark" is scheduled for
Saturday, September 26, at Bull Run Regional Library, from 7 to 11 p.m.
This gala event will give participants an opportunity to dine, conduct
personal research, and to enjoy a talk by one of America's favorite
genealogical lecturers, John Philip Colletta, Ph.D.
Dr. Colletta's topic for the evening will be "Hacks and Hookers and
Putting up Pickles: Snares of Yesteryear's English." Misinterpreting
small words can lead to big mistakes in research. He will show how to
use the historical context as well as special dictionaries to discover
what the old records really say.
Dr. Colletta is the author of They Came in Ships, Only a Few
Bones, and Finding Italian Roots. Copies of his books will be offered
for sale by the Friends of the Central and Bull Run Libraries and he
will be available to autograph them.
Admission for this event is $25 per person, and includes a buffet
dinner, assorted beverages including wine and beer, and free printing
from library electronic and microfilm resources. RELIC staff will be on
hand to assist. Door prizes will be distributed along with dessert.
Dressy casual attire is suggested.
The number of seats remaining is
limited. Proceeds from this event will help benefit RELIC's collections
and programs.
Checks made payable to "PWPLS" (Prince William Public Library System)

may be sent to RELIC, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA 20109. Please call 703-792-4540 or email RELIC2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> for further information.
RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All these programs will take place
at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA. You may register for any of these programs at
703-792-4540 or relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .
For
details see http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
September 10, 11 am - Finding Your Family in the News, with Don Wilson.
Repeated September 22, 7 pm.
September 19, 2 pm - "William Grayson and the Constitution," with Lucy
Baker-Dickey.
September 26, 7-11 pm - Fifth Annual RELIC After Dark, featuring John P.
Colletta, Ph.D.
October 8, 11 am - RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable
October 27, 7 pm - RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable
November 1, 2 pm - Teasing the Silent Woman from the Shadows of History,
with Barbara Vines Little, CG.

The Genealogy Doctor is In
Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to discuss
an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you. Please call
703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
Here are upcoming scheduled
times.
Thursdays, September 17, October 1 and 15 - 10 am-noon.
Thursday, September 10, 11 a.m.
Repeated Tuesday, September 22, 7 p.m.
FINDING YOUR FAMILY IN THE NEWS
Presented by Don Wilson
Using newspaper archives for historical research has never been easier.
In a program at Bull Run Regional Library, RELIC's Don Wilson will
describe how a growing number of newspapers online may be searched for
items useful for family and local history.
Now you can find

obituaries, marriage notices, court cases, advertisements, news items,
local gossip, photos - anything that might appear between the pages of
the hometown gazette. He will show how to find those databases and put
them to use.
This program will be presented on Thursday, September 10, at 11 a.m. and
repeated on Tuesday, September 22, at 7 p.m. To reserve a seat for this
free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org>
Saturday, September 19, 2 p.m.
"WILLIAM GRAYSON AND THE CONSTITUTION, 1788"
Presented by Lucy Baker-Dickey
William Grayson was Virginia's first United States Senator, and the
only Senator whose home was in Prince William County. He was General
Washington's aide-de-camp during the American Revolution and took an
active role in the debates establishing the federal government and the
U.S. Constitution. He advocated the adoption of a Bill of Rights.
Author Lucy Baker-Dickey, a descendant of William Grayson, has just
published a book documenting his life, which contains all his known
correspondence and details his participation in the Virginia debates
over the Constitution.
She will present an overview of Grayson's contributions to American
history in a talk at Bull Run Regional Library on Saturday, September
19, at 2 p.m. Following her talk, copies of her book "William Grayson
and the Constitution, 1788," will be available for sale. Another of her
books "Birds of the Caribbean," (second edition, just out) will also be
available for purchase. A portion of the proceeds will benefit Friends
of the Central and Bull Run Libraries.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703)
792-4540 or at relic2@pwcgov.org.
Thursday, October 8, 11 a.m.
Tuesday, October 27, 7 p.m.
RELIC's

GENEALOGICAL ROUNDTABLE

RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable returns, moderated by Don Wilson. It's
a chance to discuss your family history challenges in a group
environment and get tips for new approaches. You can attend either or
both sessions: Thursday, October 8 at 11 a.m., and Tuesday, October
27, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library's community room.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or email relic2@pwcgov.org to register
for this free event.
To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in
RELIC, visit http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?

You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090903/0b497443/
attachment.html
From davidhar at plano.gov Fri Sep 4 15:44:22 2009
From: davidhar at plano.gov (David Hardin)
Date: Fri Sep 4 15:44:24 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Drouin
Message-ID: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF013DFDB7@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
I may have missed an announcement, but does anyone know why the Drouin
Collection was removed from Ancestry Library Edition?

David Allan Hardin, MSLIS
Head of Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
GLHTA Division, Plano Public Library System
2501 Coit Road, Plano, TX

75075

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090904/80ea8d0e/
attachment.html
From cygne1 at comcast.net Fri Sep 4 15:57:55 2009
From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri Sep 4 15:58:01 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Drouin
In-Reply-To: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF013DFDB7@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
References: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF013DFDB7@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <001301ca2d99$fed04a30$fc70de90$@net>
David:
They are in arbitration. See what Dick Eastman said.
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2009/08/ancestrycom-in-arbitr
ation-over-the-drouin-collection.html It is a real shame.

Pam Cooper
Indian River Co Main Library

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of David Hardin
Sent: Friday, September 04, 2009 3:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Drouin

I may have missed an announcement, but does anyone know why the Drouin
Collection was removed from Ancestry Library Edition?

David Allan Hardin, MSLIS
Head of Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
GLHTA Division, Plano Public Library System
2501 Coit Road, Plano, TX

75075

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.409 / Virus Database: 270.13.76/2345 - Release Date: 09/04/09
05:51:00
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090904/
e61c3704/attachment.html
From mmemouse at rogers.com Fri Sep 4 15:57:58 2009
From: mmemouse at rogers.com (Marcia G Kennedy)
Date: Fri Sep 4 15:58:03 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Drouin
In-Reply-To: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF013DFDB7@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <385656.4173.qm@web88103.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Eastman's has an explanation:
?
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2009/08/ancestrycom-in-arbitrationover-the-drouin-collection.html
?
Marcia Kennedy
Guelph, ON
--- On Fri, 9/4/09, David Hardin <davidhar@plano.gov> wrote:
From: David Hardin <davidhar@plano.gov>

Subject: [Genealib] Drouin
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Received: Friday, September 4, 2009, 3:44 PM

I may have missed an announcement, but does anyone know why the Drouin Collection
was removed from Ancestry Library Edition?
?
David Allan Hardin, MSLIS
Head of Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
GLHTA Division, Plano Public Library System
2501 Coit Road, Plano, TX? 75075
?
?
?
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090904/663173d7/
attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Sat Sep 5 10:39:19 2009
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Sat Sep 5 10:39:24 2009
Subject: [Genealib] seeking genealogy\local history collections that have
twitter accounts
Message-ID: <b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com>
Hi All,
Does anyone have a twitter account for their departments? And what do you
tweet to your followers? How has it be received, etc.?
Much thanks!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090905/
d29062db/attachment.html
From DBloom at MyRCPL.com Sat Sep 5 13:28:28 2009
From: DBloom at MyRCPL.com (Bloom, Debra)
Date: Sat Sep 5 13:28:31 2009
Subject: [Genealib] seeking genealogy\local history collections that
have twitter accounts
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
This may not be an appropriate question for this group but in an effort to provide
excellent customer service I am asking for your help!
My patron is trying to figure out a parental birthplace on a digitized death
certificate on Ancestry. It looks like the birthplace of the parents is:
Knoblowicble.
She thinks the parents were from Ireland.

Does that look like an Irish place name?

The death certificate is for Emma Hart: born - 1851, died - March 8, 1925
Charlotte, NC (Mecklenburg County)
Debbie Bloom
Local History Manager
Richland County Public Library
2001 Library of the Year
1431 Assembly St., Box 54, Columbia, SC 29201-3101
(803) 929-3471; Fax: (803) 929-3439
E-mail: dbloom@myrcpl.com<mailto:contactper@richland.lib.sc.us>
Visit us online at <http://www.myrcpl.com<http://www.richland.lib.sc.us/>>!
Notice
Warning Concerning Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, US Code) governs the making of
photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.
One of the specified conditions in the law is that the photocopy or reproduction is
not to be ?used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or
research.? If a user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or
reproduction for purposes in excess of ?fair use,? that user may be liable for
copyright infringement.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix [mkmannix@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] seeking genealogy\local history collections that have twitter
accounts
Hi All,
Does anyone have a twitter account for their departments? And what do you tweet to
your followers? How has it be received, etc.?
Much thanks!
Mary

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090905/04a38b36/
attachment.html
From DBloom at MyRCPL.com Sat Sep 5 13:36:54 2009
From: DBloom at MyRCPL.com (Bloom, Debra)
Date: Sat Sep 5 13:37:01 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties
In-Reply-To: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
References: <b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
Message-ID: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
This may not be an appropriate question for this group but in an effort to provide
excellent customer service I am asking for your help!
My patron is trying to figure out a parental birthplace on a digitized death
certificate on Ancestry. It looks like the birthplace of the parents is:
Knoblowicble.
She thinks the parents were from Ireland.

Does that look like an Irish place name?

The death certificate is for Emma Hart: born - 1851, died - March 8, 1925
Charlotte, NC (Mecklenburg County)
Debbie Bloom
Local History Manager
Richland County Public Library
2001 Library of the Year
1431 Assembly St., Box 54, Columbia, SC 29201-3101
(803) 929-3471; Fax: (803) 929-3439
E-mail: dbloom@myrcpl.com<mailto:contactper@richland.lib.sc.us>
Visit us online at <http://www.myrcpl.com<http://www.richland.lib.sc.us/>>!
Notice
Warning Concerning Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, US Code) governs the making of
photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.
One of the specified conditions in the law is that the photocopy or reproduction is
not to be "used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or
research." If a user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or
reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair use," that user may be liable for
copyright infringement.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix [mkmannix@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: [Genealib] seeking genealogy\local history collections that have twitter
accounts
Hi All,
Does anyone have a twitter account for their departments? And what do you tweet to
your followers? How has it be received, etc.?
Much thanks!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090905/9c5eb250/
attachment.html
From bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org Sat Sep 5 15:18:06 2009
From: bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org (Becky Menzel)
Date: Sat Sep 5 15:18:09 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000
In-Reply-To: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
References:
<b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com><F50B76F85F8239409912F
7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
Message-ID: <41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F55FB@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
I have a Minolta MS 6000 scanner and it is giving us a E4
error code but we can't figure out what that means. Does anyone have
any idea?
Doing genealogy research in Washington State? Check out
http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov for records on births, marriages,
deaths and lots more.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090905/
c35dd700/attachment.html
From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Sat Sep 5 15:37:33 2009
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Sat Sep 5 15:37:35 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties
In-Reply-To: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
References:
<b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com><F50B76F85F8239409912F
7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
Message-ID: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA403D9F4D9@cossrv16.staunton.net>

I am looking in the Columbia Gazeteer and there are a few names
beginning with knock in Ireland.
Knockalongy
Knockanaffrin
Knockando
Knocklayd

I know these don't seem very close at all, sorry.

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bloom,
Debra
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 1:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties

This may not be an appropriate question for this group but in an effort
to provide excellent customer service I am asking for your help!

My patron is trying to figure out a parental birthplace on a digitized
death certificate on Ancestry. It looks like the birthplace of the
parents is: Knoblowicble.

She thinks the parents were from Ireland.
place name?

Does that look like an Irish

The death certificate is for Emma Hart: born - 1851, died - March 8,
1925 Charlotte, NC (Mecklenburg County)

Debbie Bloom

Local History Manager
Richland County Public Library
2001 Library of the Year
1431 Assembly St., Box 54, Columbia, SC 29201-3101
(803) 929-3471; Fax: (803) 929-3439
E-mail: dbloom@myrcpl.com <mailto:contactper@richland.lib.sc.us>
Visit us online at <http://www.myrcpl.com
<http://www.richland.lib.sc.us/> >!
Notice
Warning Concerning Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, US Code) governs the
making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.
One of the specified conditions in the law is that the photocopy or
reproduction is not to be "used for any purpose other than private
study, scholarship, or research." If a user makes a request for, or
later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair
use," that user may be liable for copyright infringement.

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
[mkmannix@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] seeking genealogy\local history collections that
have twitter accounts
Hi All,
Does anyone have a twitter account for their departments? And what do
you tweet to your followers? How has it be received, etc.?
Much thanks!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090905/
d2d91619/attachment.html
From agwilderman at gmail.com Sat Sep 5 15:45:23 2009
From: agwilderman at gmail.com (Angie Wilderman)
Date: Sat Sep 5 15:45:25 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties
In-Reply-To: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
References: <b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com>

<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
Message-ID: <8aa9684e0909051245l2bce2dahefafcca6dcd6d7d8@mail.gmail.com>
Does it say

Unobtainable?

On Sat, Sep 5, 2009 at 1:36 PM, Bloom, Debra <DBloom@myrcpl.com> wrote:
>
This may not be an appropriate question for this group but in an effort
> to provide *excellent* customer service I am asking for your help!
>
>
>
> My patron is trying to figure out a parental birthplace on a digitized
> death certificate on Ancestry. It looks like the birthplace of the parents
> is: Knoblowicble.
>
>
>
> She thinks the parents were from Ireland. Does that look like an Irish
> place name?
>
>
>
> The death certificate is for Emma Hart: born - 1851, died - March 8, 1925
> Charlotte, NC (Mecklenburg County)
>
>
>
> *Debbie Bloom*
>
Local History Manager Richland County Public Library 2001 Library of the
> Year 1431 Assembly St., Box 54, Columbia, SC 29201-3101 (803) 929-3471;
> Fax: (803) 929-3439 E-mail: dbloom@myrcpl.com<contactper@richland.lib.sc.us>
Visit
> us online at <http://www.myrcpl.com <http://www.richland.lib.sc.us/>>! Notice
>
> Warning Concerning Copyright Restrictions The copyright law of the United
> States (Title 17, US Code) governs the making of photocopies or other
> reproductions of copyrighted material. One of the specified conditions in
> the law is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be ?used for any
> purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research.? If a user makes
> a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in
> excess of ?fair use,? that user may be liable for copyright infringement.
>
>
>
----------------------------->
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090905/
cf33264c/attachment.html
From davidhar at plano.gov Sat Sep 5 15:46:44 2009
From: davidhar at plano.gov (David Hardin)
Date: Sat Sep 5 15:46:46 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties
In-Reply-To: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
References:
<b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com><F50B76F85F8239409912F
7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>

<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
Message-ID: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF013DFDBA@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
It looks like "unobtainable."

On the census, her parents' birthplace is consistently reported as South
Carolina.

David Allan Hardin, MSLIS
Head of Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
GLHTA Division, Plano Public Library System
2501 Coit Road, Plano, TX

75075

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bloom,
Debra
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 12:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties

This may not be an appropriate question for this group but in an effort
to provide excellent customer service I am asking for your help!

My patron is trying to figure out a parental birthplace on a digitized
death certificate on Ancestry. It looks like the birthplace of the
parents is: Knoblowicble.

She thinks the parents were from Ireland.
place name?

Does that look like an Irish

The death certificate is for Emma Hart: born - 1851, died - March 8,
1925 Charlotte, NC (Mecklenburg County)

Debbie Bloom
Local History Manager

Richland County Public Library
2001 Library of the Year
1431 Assembly St., Box 54, Columbia, SC 29201-3101
(803) 929-3471; Fax: (803) 929-3439
E-mail: dbloom@myrcpl.com <mailto:contactper@richland.lib.sc.us>
Visit us online at <http://www.myrcpl.com
<http://www.richland.lib.sc.us/> >!
Notice
Warning Concerning Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, US Code) governs the
making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.
One of the specified conditions in the law is that the photocopy or
reproduction is not to be "used for any purpose other than private
study, scholarship, or research." If a user makes a request for, or
later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair
use," that user may be liable for copyright infringement.

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
[mkmannix@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] seeking genealogy\local history collections that
have twitter accounts
Hi All,
Does anyone have a twitter account for their departments? And what do
you tweet to your followers? How has it be received, etc.?
Much thanks!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From DBloom at MyRCPL.com Sat Sep 5 15:52:03 2009
From: DBloom at MyRCPL.com (Bloom, Debra)
Date: Sat Sep 5 15:54:33 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties
In-Reply-To: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF013DFDBA@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
References:

<b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com><F50B76F85F8239409912F
7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>,
<AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF013DFDBA@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B364@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
You guys are awesome. Unobtainable has to be it.

Thank-you so much.

Debbie Bloom
Local History Manager
Richland County Public Library
2001 Library of the Year
1431 Assembly St., Box 54, Columbia, SC 29201-3101
(803) 929-3471; Fax: (803) 929-3439
E-mail: dbloom@myrcpl.com<mailto:contactper@richland.lib.sc.us>
Visit us online at <http://www.myrcpl.com<http://www.richland.lib.sc.us/>>!
Notice
Warning Concerning Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, US Code) governs the making of
photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.
One of the specified conditions in the law is that the photocopy or reproduction is
not to be ?used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or
research.? If a user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or
reproduction for purposes in excess of ?fair use,? that user may be liable for
copyright infringement.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of David Hardin [davidhar@plano.gov]
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 3:46 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Place name difficulties
It looks like ?unobtainable.?
On the census, her parents? birthplace is consistently reported as South Carolina.
David Allan Hardin, MSLIS
Head of Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
GLHTA Division, Plano Public Library System
2501 Coit Road, Plano, TX 75075

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Sun Sep 6 13:18:51 2009
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Sun Sep 6 13:18:53 2009
Subject: [Genealib] New MINNESOTA research note
Message-ID: <4AA3EEFB.6080102@parkbooks.com>
This month's research note discusses some of the issues to explore in
your analysis of cemetery records, and provides several resources for
Minnesota. You can find it at

<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/res_cems.html>
Other notes in the series are at
<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/research.html>
I've also blogged about deaths occurring at Fort Snelling during the mid
1800s, and the need for doing a complete search of ALL records -including military, church and cemetery -- when trying to locate an
ancestor's burial spot. Understanding the historical context of the
ancestor can be vital in succeeding in genealogical research! You can
read my blog at
<http://www.parkbooks.blogspot.com/>
Happy hunting in Minnesota!
Mary
From afuller at hpl.lib.al.us Sun Sep 6 14:43:09 2009
From: afuller at hpl.lib.al.us (Annewhite Fuller)
Date: Sun Sep 6 14:43:11 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Place name difficulties
In-Reply-To: <F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
References:
<b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com><F50B76F85F8239409912F
7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
Message-ID: <003a01ca2f21$e1a71450$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
Check for the death certificate in the "Pilot Search" section of
FamilySearch.org. The North Carolina death records are there also and are
from a different filming.

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller@hpl.lib.al.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From harrisonkim at q.com Mon Sep 7 17:47:13 2009
From: harrisonkim at q.com (KIM S HARRISON)
Date: Mon Sep 7 17:47:18 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Online Petition - Support the Library of MI
Message-ID: <COL103-W44D261EC19D842D3717EDDB9EB0@phx.gbl>
Hello:

Delegates from MI meet with the Federation of Genealogical Societies and the
Records Preservation and Access Committee this pass week in Little Rock. RPAC has
launched an online petition in support for the Library of MI. So far 3:45 PM UT
time zone there are 1151 signatures. This was just launched yesterday.

Please take a moment and add your signature to the list.
http://www.PetitionOnline.com/RPAC2009/petition.html.

The URL is

Thank you.

Kim S. Harrison
Past President of MGC
Director - FGS
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kristie_boucher at hotmail.com Tue Sep 8 09:40:27 2009
From: kristie_boucher at hotmail.com (Kristie Boucher)
Date: Tue Sep 8 09:40:30 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000
In-Reply-To: <41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F55FB@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
References:
<b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com><F50B76F85F8239409912F
7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F55FB@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <BLU136-W21FAFA1DBC22CAA41344628FEA0@phx.gbl>
I was thinking E4 was a printer error, however looking in the book there is no E4
error message listed so I'm stumped.
Kristie Boucher, MLIS
Associate Director
Crawford County Library System
111 North Twelfth Street
Van Buren, AR 72956
479-471-3226
http://www.crawfordcountylib.org/

EMAILING FOR THE GREATER GOOD
Join me

Date: Sat, 5 Sep 2009 12:18:06 -0700
From: bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000

I have a Minolta MS 6000 scanner and it is giving us a E4 error code
but we can?t figure out what that means. Does anyone have any idea?
Doing genealogy research in Washington State? Check out
http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov for records on births, marriages, deaths and lots
more.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Sep 8 09:50:27 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Sep 8 09:49:19 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E43990@mail.wvculture.org>
According to the copy of a chart taped to our machine, E4 indicates an
incorrect toner cartridge in the machine.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kristie
Boucher
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 9:40 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000
I was thinking E4 was a printer error, however looking in the
book there is no E4 error message listed so I'm stumped.
Kristie Boucher, MLIS
Associate Director
Crawford County Library System
111 North Twelfth Street
Van Buren, AR 72956
479-471-3226
http://www.crawfordcountylib.org/

i'm EMAILING FOR THE GREATER GOOD
Join me
<http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Home/?source=EML_WLHM_GreaterGood>

_____
Date: Sat, 5 Sep 2009 12:18:06 -0700
From: bmenzel@spokanelibrary.org
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000

I have a Minolta MS 6000 scanner and it is giving us
a E4 error code but we can't figure out what that means. Does anyone
have any idea?

Doing genealogy research in Washington State? Check out
http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov <http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov/>
for records on births, marriages, deaths and lots more.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Sep 8 11:14:30 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Sep 8 11:13:23 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re-entrance to a secure area
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E43993@mail.wvculture.org>

My question is for those of you who have a secure area, whether it is
your entire facility or a portion thereof.
We are in the process of re-writing our rules and procedures now that we
have public lockers available. We are taking the opportunity to expand
our registration process as well. First time visitors will need to fill
out a registration form and to fill in name and address in a guest book.
Once in our file, they will only need to enter their name and address in
the guest book, probably with a signature as well. Patrons must leave
the library to visit rest rooms, use phone, visit lockers, smoke breaks,
etc. We currently are not planning to issue any type of card, but that
is possibly subject to change. We do not and will not have a security
guard or greeter, just library staff at a desk at the entrance door.
Staff currently change shifts every two hours, which may change to three
or four hour shifts, so same staff member may not be at desk when person
who has gone out of the room returns.
When a patron leaves and then re-enters the secure area, do you require
a second signature and/or guest book entry?
By the way, thanks to the dozens of you and your colleagues who have
responded to my previous requests for copies of your policies and
related information and to my library manager's telephoned requests.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From jennifer at laurellibrary.org Tue Sep 8 11:52:15 2009
From: jennifer at laurellibrary.org (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Tue Sep 8 11:52:18 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Copy of CD
Message-ID: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44AC16@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
Hello,
I know we have talked about cds and electronic resources on here before, but I have
another question. Has anyone ever copied cds to have a reference copy and one for
use? I ask this because I am getting ready to order some vital statistic records
on cd and they constantly go in and out "of print". I would like to have backups
in case the originals get scratched. I'm wondering if the copying of the cd would
fall under fair use. The cd would not be available for chekout, but would be there
for viewing on the genealogy computer.
Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty
Director of Reference and Information Services
Laurel County Public Library

120 College Park Drive
London, KY 40741
606-864-5759 x247
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090908/
b954ea08/attachment.html
From cygne1 at comcast.net Tue Sep 8 11:53:34 2009
From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue Sep 8 11:53:38 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000
In-Reply-To: <41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F55FB@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
References:
<b63c86520909050739j119f943aif520e43962001e8d@mail.gmail.com><F50B76F85F8239409912F
7E8C369AA0B48AEC2B35D@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<F50B76F85F8239409912F7E8C369AA0B48AEBE59ED@ex1.richland.lib.sc.us>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F55FB@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <002001ca309c$86173620$9245a260$@net>
Becky:
E4 means that the film was not rewound properly. In other words, they did
not push the "rewind" button. How we fix it is grab another roll of film,
insert it till it reaches the other side and press rewind. There is a
computer in the machine and I always tell our patrons when they are done to
please press the "rewind" button and not the manual roll that moves the film
forward and backwards.

Hope this helps.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper
Genealogist / Lecturer / Librarian
FSGS Speakers <http://www.rootsweb.com/~flsgs/speakers/speaker_cooper.htm>
Bureau
Association of Professional <http://www.apgen.org/>

Genealogists

Genealogical <http://www.genealogicalspeakersguild.org/>

Speakers Guild

See my genealogy library at LibraryThing.com <http://www.librarything.com/>

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Menzel
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2009 3:18 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta MS 6000

I have a Minolta MS 6000 scanner and it is giving us a E4 error
code but we can't figure out what that means. Does anyone have any idea?

Doing genealogy research in Washington State? Check out
http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov for records on births, marriages, deaths
and lots more.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Tue Sep 8 12:14:37 2009
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Tue Sep 8 12:14:40 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Copy of CD
In-Reply-To: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44AC16@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
References: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44AC16@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
Message-ID: <WC20090908161437.40000E@tcpclibrary.org>
Library School Journal has a regular copyright article and this issue has
come up. Their response is that Fair Use does not cover "what if"
situations, and making back copies especially do not fall under FU.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Jennifer Daugherty" <jennifer@laurellibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 8 Sep 2009 11:52:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Copy of CD
Hello,
I know we have talked about cds and electronic resources on here before, but
I have another question. Has anyone ever copied cds to have a reference
copy and one for use? I ask this because I am getting ready to order some
vital statistic records on cd and they constantly go in and out "of print".
I would like to have backups in case the originals get scratched. I'm
wondering if the copying of the cd would fall under fair use. The cd would
not be available for chekout, but would be there for viewing on the
genealogy computer.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty
Director of Reference and Information Services
Laurel County Public Library
120 College Park Drive
London, KY 40741
606-864-5759 x247
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090908/
f648e1f8/attachment.html
From jlyles at cvrls.net Tue Sep 8 12:31:04 2009
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Tue Sep 8 12:27:34 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Copy of CD
In-Reply-To: <WC20090908161437.40000E@tcpclibrary.org>
References: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44AC16@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
<WC20090908161437.40000E@tcpclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991E1E@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
No yes/no answers Think of it as legal gray area see
http://fairuse.stanford.edu/commentary_and_analysis/2003_11_hirtle.html

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Oathout
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 12:15 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copy of CD

Library School Journal has a regular copyright article and this issue
has come up. Their response is that Fair Use does not cover "what if"
situations, and making back copies especially do not fall under FU.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: "Jennifer Daugherty" <jennifer@laurellibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 8 Sep 2009 11:52:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Copy of CD

Hello,
I know we have talked about cds and electronic resources on here
before, but I have another question. Has anyone ever copied cds to have
a reference copy and one for use? I ask this because I am getting ready
to order some vital statistic records on cd and they constantly go in
and out "of print". I would like to have backups in case the originals
get scratched. I'm wondering if the copying of the cd would fall under
fair use. The cd would not be available for chekout, but would be there
for viewing on the genealogy computer.

Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty
Director of Reference and Information Services
Laurel County Public Library
120 College Park Drive
London, KY 40741
606-864-5759 x247
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090908/
a67b55ef/attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Tue Sep 8 14:01:05 2009
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Tue Sep 8 14:01:13 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Leave 9 September to 14 September 2009
Message-ID: <OF6BD19531.CD6879EF-ONCA25762B.0062FA47-CA25762B.0062FA47@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090909/
c4d5d240/attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Sep 8 14:29:42 2009
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Sep 8 14:29:45 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs
Message-ID: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Is there anyone out there who blogs on their library's blog site about
the genealogy department? My goal is to start doing this for our own
library's blog and I'd like to see some others for guidance.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian

McKinney Public Library System
McKinney, TX
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org <mailto:tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090908/
dda4eb9a/attachment.html
From jlyles at cvrls.net Tue Sep 8 14:37:18 2009
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Tue Sep 8 14:33:46 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs
In-Reply-To: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991E22@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
Nothing fancy, mostly informational about happenings, acquisitions and
available resources.... http://columbuspublic-genealogy.blogspot.com/

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 2:30 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs

Is there anyone out there who blogs on their library's blog site about
the genealogy department? My goal is to start doing this for our own
library's blog and I'd like to see some others for guidance.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
McKinney, TX

tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org <mailto:tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please
note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090908/4536c4fd/
attachment.html
From mccartj at halifax.ca Tue Sep 8 14:47:49 2009
From: mccartj at halifax.ca (Joanne McCarthy)
Date: Tue Sep 8 14:48:14 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs
In-Reply-To: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <4AA67CA5.E772.006D.0@halifax.ca>
We don't blog so much but we do Twitter about local history and genealogy programs,
new arrivals, launches of digital content on the Internet, etc.
all the best
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Spring Garden Road Memorial Public Library-Reference Department
5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
http://www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
>>> "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org> 9/8/2009 3:29 PM >>>
Is there anyone out there who blogs on their library's blog site about
the genealogy department? My goal is to start doing this for our own

library's blog and I'd like to see some others for guidance.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
McKinney, TX
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org <mailto:tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Sep 8 17:38:38 2009
From: JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue Sep 8 17:38:56 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs
In-Reply-To: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <4AA67A7E.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Tracy
Guidance? Well, you could visit our blog at denverlibrary.org just follow the
links to the blog. It might be a primer on what not to do. We all blog about what
we are interested in. Some of the archivist are very tech oriented and have bells
and whistles. My blogs postings are very bare bones but to the point.
Lord, we had to attend training and even have a style sheet.

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org> 9/8/2009 12:29 PM >>>
Is there anyone out there who blogs on their library's blog site about
the genealogy department? My goal is to start doing this for our own
library's blog and I'd like to see some others for guidance.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
McKinney, TX
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org <mailto:tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Wed Sep 9 11:32:57 2009
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Wed Sep 9 11:32:40 2009
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs
In-Reply-To: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991E22@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
References: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
<D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991E22@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A9011EF@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
that pretty much describes my library genealogy blog, too, which you can
see at http://www.gplgenealogy.blogspot.com/
Community members who are descended from Glenview founding families have
said they would enjoy seeing more actual glenview genealogy, such as
family tree info about their families on the blog or on my genealogy
page.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
http://www.glenviewpl.org/genearesources.htm
http://www.gplgenealogy.blogspot.com/
________________________________
Nothing fancy, mostly informational about happenings, acquisitions and
available resources.... http://columbuspublic-genealogy.blogspot.com/

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 2:30 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs

Is there anyone out there who blogs on their library's blog site about
the genealogy department? My goal is to start doing this for our own
library's blog and I'd like to see some others for guidance.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
McKinney, TX
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org <mailto:tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please
note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090909/1eecbe4f/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Sep 9 15:47:21 2009
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed Sep 9 15:47:18 2009

Subject: [Genealib] Oglethorpe County Georgia Books
Message-ID: <4AA80649.6060708@arlsmail.org>
Here are some books from a local (next county over) historical society
that I thought some of you might be interested in.
I am not a member of the group but I have purchased most of the
publications for our collection as they do a good job.
If any of you have the old editions of Florrie Smith's History of
Oglethorpe County and supplements I and II, there is now a full name
index to each of these that someone else did. Smith's books can be
helpful, but you have to read a lot since there is no index in any of them.
I have copied and pasted the Word document into this email, if you have
problems reading it, let me know and I will send you the attachment
Publications List/Order Form 2009
Historic Oglethorpe County [Ga.], Inc.
Book Price
(Postage & Handling Fee)

G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia, Deaths 1874-1938 compiled by Fred W. McRee,
Jr. (2006). This 480-page hardcover book contains the extracts of death
notices, tributes, memoriams and obituaries published in the Oglethorpe
Echo newspaper, Lexington, Georgia. It contains the death notices for
over 3,000 individuals in 395 pages plus an 85 page full name index of
all individuals mentioned in the notices.

$35.00
(5.00)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia, Deaths 1939-1967 compiled by Fred W. McRee,
Jr. (2007). This 438-page hardcover book contains extracts of death
notices, tributes, memoriams and obituaries published in the Oglethorpe
Echo newspaper, Lexington. It also contains the Georgia Death Index for
Oglethorpe County deaths for the period of 1919-1967 and a full name
index of all individuals mentioned in the notices.

$35.00
(5.00)

G

Cemeteries of Oglethorpe County, Georgia, Fourth Edition by Historic
Oglethorpe County (2009). This 326-page hardcover book contains 10,998
tombstone inscriptions and 12,281 names from 451 cemeteries. It has 14
maps, 13 photographs and is fully indexed.

$35.00
(5.00)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia Marriage Records, 1794-1852 compiled by Fred
W. McRee, Jr. (2005). This 137-page, hard-bound compilation contains
3,318 marriages indexed by bride and groom with book and page number and
date of marriage (or license). Derived from original, hand written
records.

$25.00 (3.00)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia Marriage Records 1853-1963 compiled by Fred
W. McRee, Jr. (1999).This 468-page hard-bound compilation contains
12,803 marriages, indexed by bride & groom, with race, age, date of
marriage and reference to marriage book and page number.

$35.00
(4.00)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia Inferior and Ordinary Court Records,
1794-1920, Volume I compiled by Fred W. McRee, Jr. (2003). This
600-page, hardcover book transcribes or abstracts numerous types of
bound and unbound records. Includes 6,000-name index.

$35.00
(4.00)

G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia Inferior and Ordinary Court Records,
1794-1920, Volume II compiled by Fred W. McRee, Jr. (2005). This
527-page, hardcover book transcribes or abstracts numerous types of
bound and unbound records. Includes 52-page name index.

$35.00
(5.00)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia Abstracts of Wills 1794-1903 compiled by Fred
W. McRee, Jr. (2002). Contains all 759 wills recorded in the Probate
Court; 278 pages of extensive will abstract (virtually all the original
text) plus 76 pages of full name index, including testators, legatees,
witnesses, executors and slaves.

$30.00
(5.00)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia Deed Books A-E; 1794-1809. Compiled by
Michal Martin Farmer (1999). This 517-page hardbound compilation of
microfilmed deed records for Oglethorpe County, Georgia includes metes
and bounds, grantors, grantees, adjoining landowners, and witnesses.
Contains a 90 page index to all names and many subjects.

$40.00
(3.50)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia Deed Books F-J; 1809-1820. Compiled by
Michal Martin Farmer (2000). This 465-page hardbound compilation of
microfilmed deed records for Oglethorpe County, Georgia includes metes
and bounds, grantors, grantees, adjoining landowners, and witnesses.
Contains a 76-page index to all names and many subjects.

$40.00
(3.50)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia, Newspaper Extracts, The Oglethorpe Echo,
1874-1881, compiled by Fred McRee, Jr. (2006). This 459-page hardbound
book contains extracts from the Oglethorpe Echo depicting the day-to-day
life in this county in the late nineteenth century. It includes full
name indexes of both people and places.

$35.00
(5.00)

G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia, Newspaper Extracts, The Oglethorpe Echo,
1882-1888, compiled by Fred McRee, Jr. (2007). This 481-page hardbound
book contains extracts from the Oglethorpe Echo newspaper depicting
day-to-day life in the county in the late nineteenth century. It
includes full name indexes of both people and places.

$35.00 (5.00)
G

Oglethorpe County, Georgia, Newspaper Extracts, The Oglethorpe Echo,
1889-1894, compiled by Fred McRee, Jr. (2009). This 463-page hardbound
book contains extracts from the Oglethorpe Echo newspaper depicting
day-to-day life in the county in the late nineteenth century. It
includes full name indexes of both people and places.

$35.00 (5.00)
G

Full Name Index to The History of Oglethorpe County, compiled by Thomas
W. Smith (2000). This 38-page, soft-bound book lists 12,545 names
contained in Florrie Smith=s unindexed The History of Oglethorpe County.

$8.00
(2.00)
G

Full Name Index to The History of Oglethorpe County Supplement I,
compiled by Thomas W. Smith (2000). This 70-page, soft-bound book lists
19,920 names contained in Florrie Smith=s unindexed The History of
Oglethorpe County, Supplement I.

$8.00
(2.00)
G

Full Name Index to The History of Oglethorpe County Supplement II,
complied by Thomas W. Smith (2000). This 31-page, soft-bound book lists
8,780 names contained in Florrie Smith=s unindexed The History of
Oglethorpe County, Supplement II.

$8.00
(2.00)
G

All Three Indexes

$24.00
(2.00)
G

Frontier and Plantation in Oglethorpe County, Georgia, 1733-1830 by
Clarence Lee Mohr (2007) This is a 159-page, hard bound, reformatted
edition of Mohr=s 1970 thesis about the formation and early history of

Oglethorpe County. It includes extensive bibliographic references, end
notes, an index, and a new preface by Mohr.

$30.00
(4.00)
G

The Story of Oglethorpe County by Lena Smith Wise (1980, reprinted in
paperback 1998). This 100-page paperback book is a general history of
the county and contains 42 photographs, three maps, and an index.

$7.50
(2.50)
G

James, Monroe Smith, Georgia Planter Before Death and After by E. Merton
Coulter (1961, reprinted 2002, University of Georgia Press). This
indexed, illustrated, 294-page book chronicles Smith=s accumulation of
vast acreage in Oglethorpe County in the late nineteenth century, his
role as a unique agri-businessman and the struggle for his immense
estate after his death

$40.00
(2.50)
G

Georgians, Sketches of Some of the First Settlers of Upper Georgia, of
the Cherokee, and the Author by Governor George Rockingham Gilmer
(originally published in 1855, reprinted in 1989 by Heritage Papers).
This hardcover, revised edition of Gilmer=s original work contains 517
pages, several maps and photographs, and an index. In a personal style,
it describes persons and conditions of the times in and around
Oglethorpe County.

$37.50
(2.50)
G

Joseph Henry Lumpkin, Georgia=s First Chief Justice by Paul DeForrest
Hicks (2002, University of Georgia Press). This indexed, 183-page
biography details the life and work of this Oglethorpe County native who
helped shape early Georgia law and co-founded The University of Georgia
Law School.

$40.00
(2.50)
G

This They
hardcover
from 1879
County to

Remembered, compiled by Gussie Reese (1965). A 200-page
compilation of Oglethorpe County newspaper (Echo) articles
to 1906 dealing with four companies sent from Oglethorpe
serve in the Civil War.

$27.50
(2.50)
G

History of Bethany Baptist Church, Oglethorpe County, Georgia, 1788-2008
by Jack McVeigh (2008). This 232-page, hardcover book presents a
chronological history of the church and its leaders and members.
Contains 16 pages of glossy photographs and appendices of alphabetized
membership rolls.

$25.00
(5.00)
G

Meson Academy, Lexington, Georgia by E. Merton Coulter. Reprinted
article from the Georgia Historical Quarterly (42:2) June 1958. This
38-page softbound, stapled reprint provides a well documented history of
this important educational institution that was founded in 1808.

$3.00

(2.00)
G

Sketch of Alexander H. Stephens by Dan V. Stephens. Reprinted in 2001 by
the UDC from Stephens Family Genealogies (1940). This 16-page softbound,
stapled reprint provides a capsule history of the vice president of the
Confederate States of America, who lived in Crawfordville.

$3.00
(2.00)
G

Down the Trail of Tears by Elizabeth Bridges Paul (1978). This 46-page,
softbound, stapled booklet is a memoir that recounts the life and times
of Mrs. Paul in Oglethorpe County, from her childhood on the Palmetto
area in the 1910s to her adult life in Lexington to 1978.

$3.00
(2.00)
G

Historic Oglethorpe County, The Early Years in Pictures, compiled by
Historic Oglethorpe County, Hardy Cook editor (2005). This CD is a
selection of about 340 historic photographs of Oglethorpe County
gathered from its citizens. The images are presented in three formats,
jpg, powerpoint and Microsoft Word, and are accompanied by descriptive
information.

$10.00
(1.50)
G

A Field Guide to Historic House Types in Oglethorpe County, Georgia by
Mark Heeb (2004). This attractive, 42-page, wire-bound booklet provides
an overview of folk housing in the county and uses numerous photos, line
drawings and brief text to describe the 13 most common house types.
Applicable throughout Georgia and much of the South.

$9.50 (1.50)
G

Dr. Durham=s Receipts: A 19^th Century Physician=s Use of Medicinal
Herbs by Debbie C. Cosgrove and Ellen Whitaker (2008). This 127-page,
spiral-bound booklet contains a brief history of Dr. Durham and the
transcribed original receipts (recipes) for herbal cures to twenty-one
categories of ailments.

$10.00
(3.00)
G

Map of Oglethorpe County by Thomas Moss (1894). This 19 x 14 inch
reproduction of Moss= 1894 map shows gold mines, schools, roads, and
many homeplaces labeled by name.

$4.00
(4.00)
G

Gazetteer for the Map of Oglethorpe County, Georgia, by Thomas B. Moss,
1894. (1999) Compiled by Jeanne Arguelles, this 8-page index lists all
names on Moss= map, by three categories: Residents, Place Names and
Landmarks, and Rivers and Streams.

$2.00
(1.00)
G

Moss Map and Gazetteer

$6.00
(4.00)

Make checks payable
and send order form to:

Historic Oglethorpe County, Inc.
P.O. Box 307
Lexington, Georgia 30648

Name:_
_

Address:_
_
_ _
_

_

For Local Pick-Up to Avoid P&H fee, Call (706) 742-7195April 14, 2009

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From John.LaMont at spl.org Wed Sep 9 17:45:37 2009
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Wed Sep 9 17:44:40 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealogy librarian blogs
In-Reply-To: <20090909160021.6511AD0219@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090909160021.6511AD0219@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE682EC4F1B9@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
The Seattle Public Library has a teen blog (Push to Talk) and an adult blog (Shelf
Talk). We have a few genealogy posts in Shelf Talk regarding classes, special
events, and basic genealogy research. Older posts can be found under the research
category, but here is a direct link to articles that include the word genealogy.
http://shelftalk.spl.org/?s=genealogy
Good luck with your blog posts!
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
From Karen.Kalopulu at aucklandcity.govt.nz Wed Sep 9 17:47:35 2009
From: Karen.Kalopulu at aucklandcity.govt.nz (Kalopulu, Karen)
Date: Wed Sep 9 17:47:45 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealogy librarian blogs
In-Reply-To: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE682EC4F1B9@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
References: <20090909160021.6511AD0219@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE682EC4F1B9@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Message-ID: <80EA25D95A0EB74CAC6D8821386CD60C1C28123A@ACEXEVS1.auckland.local>
Auckland City Libraries in New Zealand has a family history blog Kintalk for family
history and genealogy.
Here is a direct link to the blog
http://www.aucklandcitylibraries.com/blog/kintalkfamilyhistoryblog.aspx
Karen Kalopulu
Family History Librarian
Auckland City Libraries - T?maki P?taka K?rero

Email: karen.kalopulu@aucklandcity.govt.nz
Ph: +64 9 307 7770
Fax: +64 9 307 7741
Location: L2, Central City Library, 44-46 Lorne Street, Auckland
Postal: PO Box 4138, Auckland 1030, NEW ZEALAND
http://www.aucklandcitylibraries.com/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of John LaMont
Sent: Thursday, 10 September 2009 9:46
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealogy librarian blogs
The Seattle Public Library has a teen blog (Push to Talk) and an adult blog (Shelf
Talk). We have a few genealogy posts in Shelf Talk regarding classes, special
events, and basic genealogy research. Older posts can be found under the research
category, but here is a direct link to articles that include the word genealogy.
http://shelftalk.spl.org/?s=genealogy
Good luck with your blog posts!
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
This email is confidential. If it is not intended for you please do not read,
distribute or copy it or any attachments. Please notify the sender by return email
and delete the original message and any attachments.
Any views expressed in this email may be those of the individual sender and may not
necessarily reflect the views of Auckland City Libraries - Tamaki Pataka Korero.
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Wed Sep 9 20:41:12 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Wed Sep 9 20:45:14 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: copyright and fair use
References: <20090909160021.6511AD0219@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0165683F@rplexch1.rpl.org>
To brief a long series of meetings and discussion with various digital consultants
and even legal people, the advice boiled down to "what's your appetite for getting
sued?".
I know of some small local libraries which have digitized newspaper articles and
made them available on the web. We, as a larger and much more visible entity, are
very careful not to go past commonly accepted legal guidelines (such as Peter
Hirtle's article on the Cornell web site).
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended

recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From llscott2000 at bellsouth.net Wed Sep 9 22:26:07 2009
From: llscott2000 at bellsouth.net (L.L. Scott)
Date: Wed Sep 9 22:26:01 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: copyright and fair use
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0165683F@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20090909160021.6511AD0219@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0165683F@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <2054FFC04B81414CA6F3E6F935C61E38@LLScottPC>
Which of his articles are you referring to?
I know of some small local libraries which have digitized newspaper articles
and made them available on the web. We, as a larger and much more visible
entity, are very careful not to go past commonly accepted legal guidelines
(such as Peter Hirtle's article on the Cornell web site).

From kakmiller at yahoo.com Thu Sep 10 09:30:18 2009
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Thu Sep 10 09:30:21 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Cost of Researching Copyright
In-Reply-To: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A9011EF@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
References: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
<D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991E22@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
<ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A9011EF@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <100174.10811.qm@web52203.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
The recent posts about copyright are very interesting. We'd like to determine the
copyright status of our local newspaper for those mystery years 1923-1963. In
theory anyway, papers published "without notice" should be in the public domain.
We'd like to be able to add digital images of those issues to our online index at
http://news.wilmettelibrary.info/ if they are free of copyright. Has anyone used
the the services of the U.S. Copyright Office to determine the status of a book or
periodical? I'm trying to determine how much such a search would cost. The fees
per hour are quoted, but the site provides no estimate of how many hours a search
might take.
Any other suggestions or advice? Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
Wilmette, Illinois

________________________________

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090910/9d443dcf/
attachment.html
From dspindle at okhistory.org Thu Sep 10 10:07:11 2009
From: dspindle at okhistory.org (Debra Osborne Spindle)
Date: Thu Sep 10 10:06:24 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Secure Area Re-entry
In-Reply-To: <20090908160022.34DD5D01E0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

References: <20090908160022.34DD5D01E0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <47244.204.87.106.131.1252591631.squirrel@webmail.okhistory.org>
Susan:
We operate very much by the guidelines you have proposed. Perhaps the one
exception is that we do not allow any sort of bags or briefcases or purses
in the Library/Archives/Reading Room. We provide lockers for persons to
store their bags--they are welcome to bring in a laptop and notebook but
no enclosed items. Often customers will bring in their computer bags,
unload their computers and then store the bags in the lockers. (We will
also issue a claim number and put bags behind the desk, though I must
admit this is not my favorite option. It offers a friendlier option for
those who want to "just look around." We are in the same building as the
state museum so not all of our visitors are intentional.)
Once customers are issued a research card, a one-time process the first
time they visit, we ask them to sign the register each time they come to
the library. We do not ask them to sign in again if they go out for
lunch, to their locker, etc., etc.
I wish we rotated at the desk in an organized manner, according to a
schedule, but that's not happening yet. (I can only introduce so much
change at one time :-)) But because of the no bag policy, we are
relatively sure of materials staying where they are supposed to be.
Archival materials are viewed in a separate area, by the way--we call it
"the fishbowl" and is monitored by staff and by cameras.
Hope that helps.
list.

I, too, value the information and ideas gleaned on this

Debra
Debra Osborne Spindle, PhD, MLIS
Reference Librarian
Oklahoma Historical Society
Research Division
2401 N. Laird
Oklahoma City, OK 73132
405.522.5239
www.okhistory.org
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Message: 4
Date: Tue, 8 Sep 2009 11:14:30 -0400
From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Re-entrance to a secure area
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E43993@mail.wvculture.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
My question is for those of you who have a secure area, whether it is
your entire facility or a portion thereof.
We are in the process of re-writing our rules and procedures now that we
have public lockers available. We are taking the opportunity to expand

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

our registration process as well. First time visitors will need to fill
out a registration form and to fill in name and address in a guest book.
Once in our file, they will only need to enter their name and address in
the guest book, probably with a signature as well. Patrons must leave
the library to visit rest rooms, use phone, visit lockers, smoke breaks,
etc. We currently are not planning to issue any type of card, but that
is possibly subject to change. We do not and will not have a security
guard or greeter, just library staff at a desk at the entrance door.
Staff currently change shifts every two hours, which may change to three
or four hour shifts, so same staff member may not be at desk when person
who has gone out of the room returns.
When a patron leaves and then re-enters the secure area, do you require
a second signature and/or guest book entry?
By the way, thanks to the dozens of you and your colleagues who have
responded to my previous requests for copies of your policies and
related information and to my library manager's telephoned requests.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Sep 10 10:20:43 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Sep 10 10:19:33 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Secure Area Re-entry
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E439A0@mail.wvculture.org>
Thanks for the reply. Our new rules will not allow much to be brought
into the room. We are going to have to allow coats, which we did not
want to do, because our building is often extremely cold at times all
year round. The HVAC was re-worked several years ago, so it doesn't get
as hot and humid at times as it used to, but now it is often
uncomfortably cold in the public areas. I think we are going to have to
find some way to do cards.
Susan
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Debra

Osborne Spindle
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2009 10:07 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Secure Area Re-entry
Susan:
We operate very much by the guidelines you have proposed. Perhaps the
one exception is that we do not allow any sort of bags or briefcases or
purses in the Library/Archives/Reading Room. We provide lockers for
persons to store their bags--they are welcome to bring in a laptop and
notebook but no enclosed items. Often customers will bring in their
computer bags, unload their computers and then store the bags in the
lockers. (We will also issue a claim number and put bags behind the
desk, though I must admit this is not my favorite option. It offers a
friendlier option for those who want to "just look around." We are in
the same building as the state museum so not all of our visitors are
intentional.)
Once customers are issued a research card, a one-time process the first
time they visit, we ask them to sign the register each time they come to
the library. We do not ask them to sign in again if they go out for
lunch, to their locker, etc., etc.
I wish we rotated at the desk in an organized manner, according to a
schedule, but that's not happening yet. (I can only introduce so much
change at one time :-)) But because of the no bag policy, we are
relatively sure of materials staying where they are supposed to be.
Archival materials are viewed in a separate area, by the way--we call it
"the fishbowl" and is monitored by staff and by cameras.
Hope that helps.
this list.

I, too, value the information and ideas gleaned on

Debra
Debra Osborne Spindle, PhD, MLIS
Reference Librarian
Oklahoma Historical Society
Research Division
2401 N. Laird
Oklahoma City, OK 73132
405.522.5239
www.okhistory.org
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Message: 4
Date: Tue, 8 Sep 2009 11:14:30 -0400
From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Re-entrance to a secure area
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E43993@mail.wvculture.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
My question is for those of you who have a secure area, whether it is
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>
>
>
>
>
>

your entire facility or a portion thereof.

>
>
>
>

Patrons must leave the library to visit rest rooms, use phone, visit
lockers, smoke breaks, etc. We currently are not planning to issue
any type of card, but that is possibly subject to change. We do not
and will not have a security guard or greeter, just library staff at a
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>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

desk at the entrance door. Staff currently change shifts every two
hours, which may change to three or four hour shifts, so same staff
member may not be at desk when person who has gone out of the room
returns.

We are in the process of re-writing our rules and procedures now that
we have public lockers available. We are taking the opportunity to
expand our registration process as well. First time visitors will
need to fill out a registration form and to fill in name and address
in a guest book. Once in our file, they will only need to enter their
name and address in the guest book, probably with a signature as well.

When a patron leaves and then re-enters the secure area, do you
require a second signature and/or guest book entry?
By the way, thanks to the dozens of you and your colleagues who have
responded to my previous requests for copies of your policies and
related information and to my library manager's telephoned requests.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From maychan at reginalibrary.ca Thu Sep 10 13:36:46 2009
From: maychan at reginalibrary.ca (May P Chan PHR)
Date: Thu Sep 10 13:36:52 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogy Librarian Blogs
In-Reply-To: <20090909160021.5282ED0218@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E42A3F65D4A8114DBD3AA327AF33DF2F1F81ED5D76@natasha.rpl.local>
Hi,
The Prairie History Room at Regina Public Library has its very own blog
www.reginalibrary.ca/prairiehistoryblog, which features our programs, new books &
magazines, upcoming heritage-related conference/events in the city and province,
and updated content in Ancestry Library Edition database.
If you haven't done so already, you might also want to check out Genealogy Blog
Finder http://blogfinder.genealogue.com/. There is a category for libraries where
you get a great overview of how our counterparts are using blogs to promote their
programs and services.

May
-----------------------------------------------------May P. Chan
Prairie History & Genealogy Librarian
Regina Public Library
Phone: 306-777-6011
Email: maychan@reginalibrary.ca
Website: www.reginalibrary.ca/prairiehistory/
----------------------------->
> Message: 4
> Date: Tue, 8 Sep 2009 13:29:42 -0500
> From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
> Subject: [Genealib] genealogy librarian blogs
> To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Message-ID:
>
> <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876BD2@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> Is there anyone out there who blogs on their library's blog
> site about the genealogy department? My goal is to start
> doing this for our own library's blog and I'd like to see
> some others for guidance.
>
>
>
> Tracy E. Luscombe
>
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> McKinney Public Library System
>
> McKinney, TX
>
> tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org <mailto:tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
>
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Thu Sep 10 14:37:46 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Sep 10 14:37:49 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: copyright and fair use
In-Reply-To: <20090910160014.CAAD3D0233@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090910160014.CAAD3D0233@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622ED4C@rplexch1.rpl.org>
http://www.copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm was the web
page that we use as a reference by Peter Hirtle.
I have to meet with a local library which has not yet gotten permission
to display any content of a local suburban paper, but has gone ahead and
digitized it anyway. We (the digi team) just met yesterday and we spent
a bit of time talking about how difficult is it to get a response from a
legally qualified person for those 1923-1963 items. I found this site
(http://www.copyright.cornell.edu/services/) via a web search but do not
know what they charge. That's a rub. Anyone whose advice you could rely
on wants to get paid!

-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Fri Sep 11 10:24:32 2009
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Fri Sep 11 10:25:10 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Title for Phillipines Genealogy?
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F3CAC41@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
I've just recently fielded questions regarding beginning level Genealogy
in the Philippines.
The only (relatively) recent title I've found is:
The Art of Ancestor Hunting in the Philippines
by Santiago, Luciano P. R.
ISBN: 9789711004378
ISBN-10: 9711004372
Publisher: Cellar Book Shop

Do any of you know of a newer source?
I am aware of the online help via Cindy's List and through FamilySearch.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090911/
fd3d8046/attachment.html
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Fri Sep 11 11:16:36 2009
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (vctinney@sbcglobal.net)
Date: Fri Sep 11 13:04:26 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Title for Phillipines Genealogy?
In-Reply-To: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F3CAC41@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
References: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F3CAC41@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Message-ID: <19763.63231.qm@web180404.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
For extensive online resources, try:
http://academic-genealogy.com/ancestorrootsinformationdatabases.htm#Philippines

________________________________
From: Tom M. Mueller <Tom.Mueller@citruslibraries.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2009 7:24:32 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Title for Phillipines Genealogy?
I?ve just recently fielded questions regarding beginning level Genealogy in the
Philippines .
The only (relatively) recent title I?ve found is:
The Art of Ancestor Hunting in the Philippines
by Santiago , Luciano P. R.
ISBN: 9789711004378
ISBN-10: 9711004372
Publisher: Cellar Book Shop
?
Do any of you know of a newer source?
I am aware of the online help via Cindy?s List and through FamilySearch.
?
?
Thank you,
?
Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814
?
Inverness , FL 34452
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090911/
db302738/attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Sep 14 12:13:33 2009
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Sep 14 12:14:51 2009
Subject: [Genealib] death certificate question
Message-ID: <4108F7DC5ABF4D4DA7646B9258208591@Ohio>
Hi
I hope someone out there can assist me with a question a patron had today.

On an Ohio Death Certificate at the very top was a hand stamp reading RETURNED. It
was just above the name of the deceased. I have never seen this before. The
cerfiticate was dated 1909 if this helps.
Thanks in advance.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/6e852bde/
attachment.html
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Mon Sep 14 12:38:40 2009
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Crow)
Date: Mon Sep 14 12:38:43 2009
Subject: [Genealib] death certificate question
In-Reply-To: <4108F7DC5ABF4D4DA7646B9258208591@Ohio>
References: <4108F7DC5ABF4D4DA7646B9258208591@Ohio>
Message-ID: <ECBA0D3D-6C22-488A-AC41-2143271281E1@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
My understanding is that "Returned" indicated that the certificate was
returned from the state back to the local vital statistics office
because of missing or inadequate information. This is not uncommon in
the first few years of the use of the state death certificate form
(which began in December 1908).
Sometimes the information was added to the certificate itself. Other
times, there was an additional form filled out to provide the
requested information. If you're looking at the microfilm or on
FamilySearch.org, take a look a few frames before and after the
certificate that says "Returned" to see if there is an additional
form. It is usually smaller than the certificate and does not have all
of the fields that the death certificate has. (Often, just the name of
the deceased, a statement about what is missing/incorrect, and the
response from the local vital statistics office.)
Amy Johnson Crow, CG,
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
On Sep 14, 2009, at 12:13 PM, Sandy Day wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>

Hi
I hope someone out there can assist me with a question a patron had
today.
On an Ohio Death Certificate at the very top was a hand stamp
reading RETURNED. It was just above the name of the deceased. I have
never seen this before. The cerfiticate was dated 1909 if this helps.
Thanks in advance.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/060078d9/
attachment.html
From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Mon Sep 14 14:10:09 2009
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Mon Sep 14 14:10:11 2009
Subject: [Genealib] how to ask a genealogy question
Message-ID: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA403DE4072@cossrv16.staunton.net>
I am sure you all have received inquiries that sound something like
"please send me any information you have on...".
Does this make you gnash your teeth too? Does any have or post
guidelines on how to submit questions? I'd love to see examples if you
post them on your website, or have forms or formats you try to have
people follow. Many thanks!

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/
e3ba9fa2/attachment.html
From Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov Mon Sep 14 14:29:49 2009
From: Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Mon Sep 14 14:29:53 2009
Subject: [Genealib] how to ask a genealogy question
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA403DE4072@cossrv16.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <45D41CECEA557B4C8AE68EAAC2BEFD35057DAB85@is01s063.rowannc.org>
Melissa,
We have guidelines and direct patrons to them constantly but they don't
always pay attention or read them as far as we can tell. Yes, gnashing
teeth is an apt description. I also include explanations in my emails
back to patrons and ask them to request something specific i.e. the
marriage bond for Thomas Brooks, rather than everything on the Brooks
family.
http://www.rowancountync.gov/GOVERNMENT/Departments/RowanPublicLibrary/H
istoryRoom/QueryPolicy/tabid/837/Default.aspx

Gretchen
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt
History Room Librarian
Gretchen.Witt@rowancountync.gov
Edith M. Clark History Room
Rowan Public Library
P.O. Box 4039
Salisbury, NC 28145-4039

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Melissa K.
Davidson
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 2:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] how to ask a genealogy question

I am sure you all have received inquiries that sound something like
"please send me any information you have on...".
Does this make you gnash your teeth too? Does any have or post
guidelines on how to submit questions? I'd love to see examples if you
post them on your website, or have forms or formats you try to have
people follow. Many thanks!

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/
ce73dca4/attachment.html
From smcfarland at swkls.org Mon Sep 14 14:27:08 2009
From: smcfarland at swkls.org (Sara McFarland)
Date: Mon Sep 14 14:31:03 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Automating genealogy library...
Message-ID: <005a01ca3568$f7e6f620$e7b4e260$@org>
Hello!

I have a couple of questions about automating a genealogy
library/collection. I am consulting with them on this and really don't know
much about how genealogy libraries function. This library (they are
completely volunteer) would like to automate - a searchable catalog, but
they are not interested in circulation. Would anyone have an idea about an
ILS/software for this purpose?

Also - what is the best classification system for a genealogy library Dewey? Something else?

Thanks for your help!

Sara McFarland
Southwest Kansas Library System
Library Development Coordinator/
Bibliographic Services Manager
100 Military Plaza, Suite 210
Dodge City, KS

67801

620-225-1231
1-800-657-2533
smcfarland@swkls.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/20f7f9aa/
attachment.html
From patkb at ix.netcom.com Mon Sep 14 14:20:17 2009
From: patkb at ix.netcom.com (Pat)
Date: Mon Sep 14 14:31:20 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Gen. Helper Magazines FREE
Message-ID: <E1MnG9w-00089d-Re@elasmtp-masked.atl.sa.earthlink.net>
I have quite a collection of "Helpers" that goes back to the late 1970's. I
have to clean out and "downsize". Is there any place or anyone, that/who
might be interested in these old, but awesome genealogy magazines? I hate to
just throw them in the recycle bin. If anyone has any ideas for me, please
email me at: patkb@ix.netcom.com
I am in SoCal, but could box them up and send for the price of postage.
Thanks, Pat
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/
c13fbdd1/attachment.html
From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Mon Sep 14 14:25:20 2009
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Mon Sep 14 14:31:32 2009
Subject: [Genealib] how to ask a genealogy question
In-Reply-To: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA403DE4072@cossrv16.staunton.net>
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA403DE4072@cossrv16.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B472348F@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Our guidelines are posted on our website:
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genlh/about/research.htm
It seems to help. When we get an email or letter question that doesn't
meet the guidelines, then we can cite our policy.

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Melissa K.
Davidson
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 1:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] how to ask a genealogy question

I am sure you all have received inquiries that sound something like
"please send me any information you have on...".
Does this make you gnash your teeth too? Does any have or post
guidelines on how to submit questions? I'd love to see examples if you
post them on your website, or have forms or formats you try to have
people follow. Many thanks!

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/
edfb28de/attachment.html
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Mon Sep 14 14:44:47 2009
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Sep 14 14:45:10 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Automating genealogy library...
In-Reply-To: <005a01ca3568$f7e6f620$e7b4e260$@org>
References: <005a01ca3568$f7e6f620$e7b4e260$@org>

Message-ID: <5e931bb30909141144j48a93e37l5dac178739c4ee35@mail.gmail.com>
I'm wondering whether or not LibraryThing would meet their needs for
an online catalog option.
Most genealogy libraries use Dewey, but many use a modified form of
Dewey that keeps materials together by geography.
Drew Smith
On Mon, Sep 14, 2009 at 2:27 PM, Sara McFarland <smcfarland@swkls.org> wrote:
> Hello!
>
> I have a couple of questions about automating a genealogy
> library/collection.? I am consulting with them on this and really don?t know
> much about how genealogy libraries function.? This library (they are
> completely volunteer) would like to automate ? a searchable catalog, but
> they are not interested in circulation.? Would anyone have an idea about an
> ILS/software for this purpose?
>
>
>
> Also ? what is the best classification system for a genealogy library ?
> Dewey? Something else?
>
>
>
> Thanks for your help!
>
>
>
>
>
> Sara McFarland
>
> Southwest Kansas Library System
>
> Library Development Coordinator/
>
> Bibliographic Services Manager
>
> 100 Military Plaza, Suite 210
>
> Dodge City, KS? 67801
>
> 620-225-1231
>
> 1-800-657-2533
>
> smcfarland@swkls.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From smcfarland at swkls.org Mon Sep 14 14:55:55 2009
From: smcfarland at swkls.org (Sara McFarland)
Date: Mon Sep 14 15:05:09 2009

Subject: [Genealib] Automating genealogy library...
In-Reply-To: <5e931bb30909141144j48a93e37l5dac178739c4ee35@mail.gmail.com>
References: <005a01ca3568$f7e6f620$e7b4e260$@org>
<5e931bb30909141144j48a93e37l5dac178739c4ee35@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <008401ca356c$fd570880$f8051980$@org>
Thank you so much for your response!
Sara Mc

I really appreciate it!

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 1:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Automating genealogy library...
I'm wondering whether or not LibraryThing would meet their needs for
an online catalog option.
Most genealogy libraries use Dewey, but many use a modified form of
Dewey that keeps materials together by geography.
Drew Smith
On Mon, Sep 14, 2009 at 2:27 PM, Sara McFarland <smcfarland@swkls.org> wrote:
> Hello!
>
> I have a couple of questions about automating a genealogy
> library/collection. I am consulting with them on this and really dont know
> much about how genealogy libraries function. This library (they are
> completely volunteer) would like to automate a searchable catalog, but
> they are not interested in circulation. Would anyone have an idea about an
> ILS/software for this purpose?
>
>
>
> Also what is the best classification system for a genealogy library
> Dewey? Something else?
>
>
>
> Thanks for your help!
>
>
>
>
>
> Sara McFarland
>
> Southwest Kansas Library System
>
> Library Development Coordinator/
>
> Bibliographic Services Manager
>
> 100 Military Plaza, Suite 210
>
> Dodge City, KS 67801
>

> 620-225-1231
>
> 1-800-657-2533
>
> smcfarland@swkls.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Mon Sep 14 15:26:19 2009
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Mon Sep 14 15:26:41 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Automating genealogy library...
In-Reply-To: <005a01ca3568$f7e6f620$e7b4e260$@org>
References: <005a01ca3568$f7e6f620$e7b4e260$@org>
Message-ID: <0D55D238BA8B44A399C6516AA2B50328@TreviaBeverlyPC>
One I highly recommend you look at is CROSS - http://www.cross-products.com/
Church Related Online Software Systems is great for an extensive personal library
(which I have) so good for insurance purposes, a church or public library ...
especially good for genealogy libraries. User friendly; good support; inexpensive.
Books, map, periodicals, vertical file material, etc. If you wish to enter the
Dewey # or anything else you don't readily know about, go to the online catalog of
any major library and enter the title --- then you can use their descriptive info.
Great search capabilities under title, author, subject ---I'm not on commission here but believe me, I've been well pleased!
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Sara McFarland
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 1:27 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Automating genealogy library...
Hello!
I have a couple of questions about automating a genealogy library/collection. I
am consulting with them on this and really don't know much about how genealogy
libraries function. This library (they are completely volunteer) would like to
automate - a searchable catalog, but they are not interested in circulation. Would
anyone have an idea about an ILS/software for this purpose?

Also - what is the best classification system for a genealogy library - Dewey?
Something else?

Thanks for your help!

Sara McFarland
Southwest Kansas Library System
Library Development Coordinator/
Bibliographic Services Manager
100 Military Plaza, Suite 210
Dodge City, KS

67801

620-225-1231
1-800-657-2533
smcfarland@swkls.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Mon Sep 14 15:34:53 2009
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Mon Sep 14 15:35:13 2009
Subject: [Genealib] death certificate question
Message-ID: <200909141534767.SM06508@[10.0.1.5]>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative
From jennifer at laurellibrary.org Mon Sep 14 15:42:06 2009
From: jennifer at laurellibrary.org (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Mon Sep 14 15:42:08 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks for the answers
Message-ID: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44AC19@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
Thank you to all who provided advice on the legality of copying cds. FYI, the
response I got from the actual vendor was that their license didn't even allow for
us to download the cd to one public computer in the library because multiple people
would be using it and it is an individual license.
Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty
Director of Reference and Information Services

Laurel County Public Library
120 College Park Drive
London, KY 40741
606-864-5759 x247
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090914/
a203c2d3/attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Sep 14 16:00:53 2009
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Sep 14 22:31:20 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Longevity of Digital Documentation
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0909141300w67ff9a3eoc8848d8e8c5274c@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0909141259s7b906acey75dd2ea03a3abd53@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0909141259r58dcd164i5f264e5926f0ca90@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0909141300o4b9fffd5ib04966342b2ac388@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0909141300w67ff9a3eoc8848d8e8c5274c@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0909141300i48cd7bf6q416b171f29a7e645@mail.gmail.com>
Important counsel to genealogists: "Now, if it is worth keeping, it is
on-line. Off-line backups are temporary"... David Rosenthal. ? See:
http://bit.ly/2QfP2q
We all need to review his talk on the longevity of digital
documentation. See: http://tinyurl.com/pkzlr8
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Sep 14 17:45:36 2009
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Sep 14 22:31:35 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Cloud Computing
Message-ID: <45c595dc0909141445t3a895c60xf530de9683c7687f@mail.gmail.com>
Library Journal has a good article about library cloud computing. By
Ellyssa Kroski 10 Sep 2009 http://tinyurl.com/mnnf7t
See my earlier talk on Genealogy Cloud Computing http://tinyurl.com/mpvahe
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
Twitter: http://twitter.com/TomKemp
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ThomasJayKemp?ref=profile
From MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov Tue Sep 15 10:22:11 2009
From: MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov (Margaret Chatraw)
Date: Tue Sep 15 10:24:52 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Free materials
Message-ID: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454946@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
We have the following materials available free (no postage reimbursement
required!) to a genealogy library with a Florida collection.

West Florida Footprints - Journal of the West Florida Genealogical
Society, Pensacola, Florida
No.1 - 1984
No.2 - 1985
No.3 - 1986

No.5 - 1987
No.6 - 1987
No.7 - 1988
No.8 - 1988
No.10 - 1990
No.11 - 1991
No.14 - 1994
No.15 - 1994
No.16 - 1995
No.17 - 1996
No.18 - 1997
No.19 - 1998
No.23 - 2002
No.24 - 2003

The Florida Genealogist - Journal of the Florida State Genealogical
Society
Winter 1986 - vol. IX no.2 - whole number 32
Spring 1986 - vol. IX no.3 - whole number 33
Spring 1987 - vol. X no.3 - whole number 37
Fall 1987 - vol. XI no.1 - whole number 39
Spring 1988 - vol. XI no.3 - whole number 41
Summer 1988 - vol. XI no.4 - whole number 42
Fall 1988 - vol. XII no.1 - whole number 43
Spring 1989 - vol. XII no.3 - whole number 45
Summer 1989 - vol. XII no.4 - whole number 46
Vol. XXI no.3 - whole number 82
Vol. XXI no.4 - whole number 83

Contact me offline if you are interested in having these for your
collection.

Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator - Genealogy Services
Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,

Milton, FL

32570

850-623-2043
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090915/
bdc01571/attachment.html
From MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov Tue Sep 15 10:42:47 2009
From: MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov (Margaret Chatraw)
Date: Tue Sep 15 10:45:28 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Free Materials
Message-ID: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454948@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
The free Florida materials have been claimed.

Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator - Youth Services
Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,

Milton, FL

32570

850-623-2043
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090915/3112c9ec/
attachment.html
From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Tue Sep 15 11:56:27 2009
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Tue Sep 15 11:56:29 2009
Subject: [Genealib] how to ask a genealogy question
In-Reply-To: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B472348F@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA403DE4072@cossrv16.staunton.net>
<E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B472348F@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA403DE42F1@cossrv16.staunton.net>

Thanks for the good responses!

Melissa

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090915/5df920db/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Tue Sep 15 16:06:09 2009
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue Sep 15 16:06:17 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Society of Ga Archivists Annual meeting registration open
Message-ID: <4AAFF3B1.7070305@arlsmail.org>
I realize that most of the folks on this list are librarians as I am,
but I have found these meetings more helpful to me in dealing with many
of the materials in our collection than library meetings. Wanted to
make you aware of this meeting in case you might
be interested in attending. Savannah is a great town and this meeting
has always been a great help to me.
From: "Teresa M Burk" <tburk@emory.edu <http://mail.arlsmail.org/src/compose.php?
send_to=tburk%40emory.edu>>
To: "De Catanzaro, Christine D" <christine.decatanzaro@library.gatech.edu
<http://mail.arlsmail.org/src/compose.php?send_to=christine.decatanzaro
%40library.gatech.edu>>,
"seymojn" <seymojn@auburn.edu <http://mail.arlsmail.org/src/compose.php?
send_to=seymojn%40auburn.edu>>, "curator" <curator@portcolumbus.org
<http://mail.arlsmail.org/src/compose.php?send_to=curator%40portcolumbus.org>>
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2009 6:33:32 PM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: SGA 2009 Conference and 40th Anniversary Celebration
Registration is now open for the Society of Georgia Archivists Annual Conference
and
40th Anniversary Celebration:
What's Prologue is Past: SGA Faces the Future at Forty
Join the Society of Georgia Archivists for an informative and engaging conference
in
Savannah, GA November 4-6, 2009. Our Keynote Speaker will be distinguished
archivist, educator, and luminary David B. Gracy II (an SGA member for 38 years!).
Learn about current archival issues in the sessions and pre-conference workshop,
take advantage of roundtable discussions with colleagues, and network with
students,
vendors, and seasoned professionals at the 40th anniversary celebration and
scholarship auction. Confirmed speakers include Beth Yakel speaking on archival
metrics, and Geof Huth speaking on the future of electronic records. There is
something for everyone! We will be gathering at the recently renovated DeSoto
Hilton
in historic downtown Savannah. For updated conference information and to register
visit:
www.soga.org/annualmeeting

We look forward to seeing you in Savannah!
-Teresa (on behalf of the 2009 Local Arrangements and Program Committee)
Teresa M. Burk
Director, 2nd Year, SGA and
Research Services Archivist
Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library Robert W. Woodruff Library
Emory University Atlanta, GA 30322 p. 404.727.2332 f. 404.727.0360
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090915/
afe0a21c/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Tue Sep 15 18:52:41 2009
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Tue Sep 15 18:52:43 2009
Subject: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website
Message-ID: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All,
This summer I spoke at at family reunion and have just been contacted by the
family in question. It is one of our county's older families with hundreds
of members across the country. Well, maybe not lots of hundreds, but a
couple of hundreds. :) I am sure you all have similar groups. They are
redoing their family webpage and are seeking sage advice. Is anyone
familiar with a family webpage that you really like or admire or etc. that I
could direct them to? So, that I can say, after polling my knowledgeable
colleagues on Genealib the following websites were recommended. :)
Much thanks for your input.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Wed Sep 16 14:28:20 2009
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Wed Sep 16 14:28:27 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Hello,
If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room or a library
whose reference/information services department offer assistance or classes on
using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library Edition, please tell me if staff (not
volunteers) other than those who work in the local history/genealogy teach these
classes.
Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/
ffb29014/attachment.html
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Wed Sep 16 14:37:38 2009
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Wed Sep 16 14:38:32 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Instructors of Genealogy Database Classes
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECD@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: Wanda Hunter
Sent: Wed 9/16/2009 2:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject:
Hello,
If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room or a library
whose reference/information services department offer assistance or classes on

using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library Edition, please tell me if staff (not
volunteers) other than those who work in the local history/genealogy teach these
classes.
Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/046834ac/
attachment.html
From DavidW at coj.net Wed Sep 16 14:45:49 2009
From: DavidW at coj.net (White, David)
Date: Wed Sep 16 14:46:30 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F95@EVS2.coj.net>
The staff of the Genealogy collection teaches all of our various
classes, which includes classes on Ancestry Library Edition. As we use
the resources on a daily basis, reference staff in the other collections
tend to refer to us when they are asked genealogy questions.

David A. White
Librarian
Special Collections
Main Library
Jacksonville Public Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda
Hunter
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 2:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)

Hello,

If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room
or a library whose reference/information services department offer
assistance or classes on using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library
Edition, please tell me if staff (not volunteers) other than those who
work in the local history/genealogy teach these classes.

Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Wed Sep 16 14:59:57 2009
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Wed Sep 16 15:01:44 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F95@EVS2.coj.net>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ED0@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
David,
Are genealogy classes taught at other branches in your library system?
If so, who does the teaching?
Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of White, David
Sent: Wed 9/16/2009 2:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] (no subject)

The staff of the Genealogy collection teaches all of our various classes, which
includes classes on Ancestry Library Edition. As we use the resources on a daily
basis, reference staff in the other collections tend to refer to us when they are
asked genealogy questions.

David A. White
Librarian
Special Collections
Main Library
Jacksonville Public Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda Hunter
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 2:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)

Hello,

If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room or a library
whose reference/information services department offer assistance or classes on
using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library Edition, please tell me if staff (not
volunteers) other than those who work in the local history/genealogy teach these
classes.

Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
****************************************************************************
Checked by MailWasher server (www.Firetrust.com)
WARNING. No FirstAlert account found.
To reduce spam further activate FirstAlert.
This message can be removed by purchasing a FirstAlert Account.
****************************************************************************
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From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Wed Sep 16 15:01:42 2009
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Wed Sep 16 15:02:00 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
*** classes at libraries ***
In-Reply-To: <1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F95@EVS2.coj.net>
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F95@EVS2.coj.net>
Message-ID: <0B1C9F934A494BB195A211D29E4D61AA@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Jacksonville where? Florida, Texas, ??
If you're online, I'd like to have the website, please.
Always looking to see what others have in their
Special Collections.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
p.s. I'm not a staff member but at Clayton volunteers are frequently used for
special programs.
Visit us at http://www.houstonlibrary.org/clayton
Support group: Clayton Library Friends at http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org/
----- Original Message ----From: White, David
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 1:45 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] (no subject)
The staff of the Genealogy collection teaches all of our various classes, which
includes classes on Ancestry Library Edition. As we use the resources on a daily
basis, reference staff in the other collections tend to refer to us when they are
asked genealogy questions.

David A. White
Librarian
Special Collections
Main Library
Jacksonville Public Library
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda Hunter
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 2:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)

Hello,

If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room or a
library whose reference/information services department offer assistance or classes
on using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library Edition, please tell me if staff (not
volunteers) other than those who work in the local history/genealogy teach these
classes.

Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/6fc9cfec/
attachment.html
From jennifer at laurellibrary.org Wed Sep 16 15:04:51 2009
From: jennifer at laurellibrary.org (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Wed Sep 16 15:07:20 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F95@EVS2.coj.net>
<077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ED0@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44AC28@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>

The public library I work in has a local history/genealogy room. I teach all of
the genealogy classes. Of course, I teach all of the computer classes as well.
(I'm the Reference Librarian.) The reference staff can help with basic requests
but they usually send people to me. I have encouraged my staff to teach the
classes, but I think their aversion is to teaching in general not just to
genealogy.

Jennifer Daugherty
Director of Reference and Information Services
Laurel County Public Library
120 College Park Drive
London, KY 40741
606-864-5759 x247

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda Hunter
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 2:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)

Hello,

If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room or a library
whose reference/information services department offer assistance or classes on
using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library Edition, please tell me if staff (not
volunteers) other than those who work in the local history/genealogy teach these
classes.

Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
****************************************************************************
Checked by MailWasher server (www.Firetrust.com)
WARNING. No FirstAlert account found.
To reduce spam further activate FirstAlert.
This message can be removed by purchasing a FirstAlert Account.
****************************************************************************

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 7032 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/128ae336/
attachment.bin
From wwaits at gmail.com Wed Sep 16 15:20:21 2009
From: wwaits at gmail.com (Wally Waits)
Date: Wed Sep 16 15:26:21 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject) *** classes at libraries ***
In-Reply-To: <0B1C9F934A494BB195A211D29E4D61AA@TreviaBeverlyPC>
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F95@EVS2.coj.net>
<0B1C9F934A494BB195A211D29E4D61AA@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Message-ID: <210580b80909161220m4447c65crc92d16a6152e3058@mail.gmail.com>
Clicking on David's name at the top of his email yields his email address.
Searching for his root address tells me that he is with the City of
Jacksonville, Florida.
Wally-"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter, even
the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded in
writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p. 205.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/3032d472/
attachment.html
From DavidW at coj.net Wed Sep 16 16:14:52 2009
From: DavidW at coj.net (White, David)
Date: Wed Sep 16 16:14:55 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ED0@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F95@EVS2.coj.net>
<077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ED0@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD07F37F96@EVS2.coj.net>
Wally is correct, as I am in Jacksonville, FL.

We do have community outreach classes that have been conducted by one of
my colleagues at other branches and venues, but the majority of the
classes are taught at the Main Library by the staff of the Genealogy
Collection.

The following link is for our website's index page. If you have a few
moments, and access to speakers or headphones, scroll to the bottom of
the page and look for the virtual tour link to hear and see what we
offer in our department.

http://jaxpubliclibrary.org/coll/gen/index.html

David A. White
Librarian
Special Collections
Main Library
Jacksonville Public Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda
Hunter
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 3:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] (no subject)

David,
Are genealogy classes taught at other branches in your library system?
If so, who does the teaching?

Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of White, David
Sent: Wed 9/16/2009 2:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] (no subject)
The staff of the Genealogy collection teaches all of our various
classes, which includes classes on Ancestry Library Edition. As we use
the resources on a daily basis, reference staff in the other collections
tend to refer to us when they are asked genealogy questions.

David A. White
Librarian
Special Collections
Main Library
Jacksonville Public Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda
Hunter
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 2:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)

Hello,

If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room
or a library whose reference/information services department offer
assistance or classes on using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library
Edition, please tell me if staff (not volunteers) other than those who
work in the local history/genealogy teach these classes.

Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
************************************************************************
****
Checked by MailWasher server (www.Firetrust.com)
WARNING. No FirstAlert account found.
To reduce spam further activate FirstAlert.
This message can be removed by purchasing a FirstAlert Account.
************************************************************************
****
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/67f5d55a/
attachment.html
From gukhow at netscape.net Wed Sep 16 17:27:50 2009
From: gukhow at netscape.net (gukhow@netscape.net)
Date: Wed Sep 16 17:28:11 2009
Subject: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8CC052BA7B19D98-12D4-9C45@webmail-d028.sysops.aol.com>
http://www.minerd.com/

It is a forum for sharing knowledge and promoting the?national reunion of a large
pioneer clan, the Minerd- Minard- Miner- Minor family, with origins in the
Pittsburgh region of Pennsylvania. The site may change the way you think, learn
about and understand families. While the clan is no bigger, better or more
interesting than anyone else's, it is symbolic of many early families who put down
roots and let time work its magic.

Betsy Howard,
Phoenix, AZ
-----Original Message----From: Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix@gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:52 pm
Subject: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website

Hello All,
This summer I spoke at at family reunion and have just been contacted by the family
in question.? It is one of our county's older families with hundreds of members
across the country. Well, maybe not lots of hundreds, but a couple of hundreds. :)
I am sure you all have similar groups.? They are redoing their family webpage and
are seeking sage advice.? Is anyone familiar with a family webpage that you really
like or admire or etc. that I could direct them to? So, that I can say, after
polling my knowledgeable colleagues on Genealib the following websites were
recommended. :)
Much thanks for your input.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries

Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/
c5b4fff9/attachment.html
From bonnieb at eldoradolibrary.org Wed Sep 16 22:31:23 2009
From: bonnieb at eldoradolibrary.org (bonnieb@eldoradolibrary.org)
Date: Wed Sep 16 22:31:27 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Replacement for Everton's Genealogical
In-Reply-To: <8CC052BA7B19D98-12D4-9C45@webmail-d028.sysops.aol.com>
References: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>,
<8CC052BA7B19D98-12D4-9C45@webmail-d028.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <OF1275CBB7.F97F689B-ON88257634.000DDC5A-88257634.000DDC5B@LocalDomain>
We had been subscribing to Everton's Genealogical magazine and now that they are
publishing it any more, we need a replacement magazine.
Does anyone have any suggestions for a comparable replacement--quality wise and
price wise?
Bonnie Battaglia
Reference Librarian
El Dorado County Library
345 Fair Lane
Placerville, CA 95667
Phone: 530-621-5541
Fax: 530-622-3911
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic communication with its contents may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. It is solely for the use of the
intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use, or disclosure is
prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act. If you are not the intended recipient, or authorized to receive for
the intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the
communication. Thank you for your consideration.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090916/57553b22/
attachment.html
From petras at mcdl.info Thu Sep 17 12:28:13 2009
From: petras at mcdl.info (Kathy Petras)
Date: Thu Sep 17 12:28:16 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database classes
Message-ID: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F292501CBA454@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>

At the Medina County District Library we don't have a Genealogy
Department or Genealogy Staff. We have two Reference staff members who
actively research their own family history and in the case of my
co-worker, searches for clients as well. We are the ones who teach the
genealogy database classes that we offer.

Most of the other Reference Department staff members have limited
interest in genealogy in general and not enough experience to teach the
database classes.
Our Reference Department does offer other basic computer classes and all
the staff members share the task of teaching them.

Kathy Petras
Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090917/675c2e4b/
attachment.html
From krekelbergm at indianprairielibrary.org Thu Sep 17 13:01:10 2009
From: krekelbergm at indianprairielibrary.org
(krekelbergm@indianprairielibrary.org)
Date: Thu Sep 17 13:01:19 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Instructors of Genealogy Database Classes
In-Reply-To: <4030874.87211253206825384.JavaMail.root@vcsmail.com>
Message-ID: <19079103.87231253206870802.JavaMail.root@vcsmail.com>
Hi Wanda,
I teach a Beginner's Genealogy on the Web class which includes instruction on ALE.
I am a reference librarian without much personal genealogy research experience. We
have an active Genealogy Club at the library, and two of the members assist with
the class. The volunteers are my "ace" in the hole, as they are able to answer
questions that I cannot.

Sincerely,

Mary L. Krekelberg
Reference Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library

401 Plainfield Road
Darien , IL 60561
630-887-8760, ext. 240
reference@indianprairielibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: "Wanda Hunter" <whunter@cumberland.lib.nc.us>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 1:37:38 PM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Instructors of Genealogy Database Classes

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
From: Wanda Hunter
Sent: Wed 9/16/2009 2:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject:

Hello,
If you work for a public library with a local history & genealogy room or a library
whose reference/information services department offer assistance or classes on
using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library Edition, please tell me if staff (not
volunteers) other than those who work in the local history/genealogy teach these
classes.
Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Mary L. Krekelberg
Reference Librarian

Indian Prairie Public Library
401 Plainfield Road
Darien, IL 60561
630-887-8760
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090917/
d07bb217/attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Thu Sep 17 13:24:13 2009
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Thu Sep 17 13:24:16 2009
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46ECB@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <64835.168.12.1.151.1253208253.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

Our staff does not teach classes on ALE or Heritage Quest. We tend to work
with people individually.? We do teach a Getting Started with
Genealogy class each month and a Genealogy on the Internet class quarterly
- these are taught by Heritage Room staff.
In both classes we
try to provide an overview of the pros and cons of each and what they can
offer.
We have 5 people assigned to work in Heritage Room all are in here part time including me.? Mush of my public desk time
is at the Reference desk.
Laura
Wanda Hunter
wrote:
> Hello,
>
> If you work for a public
library with a local history & genealogy room or
> a library
whose reference/information services department offer assistance
>
or classes on using Heritage Quest or Ancestry Library Edition, please
> tell me if staff (not volunteers) other than those who work in the
local
> history/genealogy teach these classes.
>
> Thanks.
>
>
> Wanda Hunter
>
Local & State History Manager
> Cumberland County Public
Library & Information Center
> 300 Maiden Ln
>
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
> 910-483-7727, ext. 309

>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing
list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County
Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090917/26ae1a3d/
attachment.html
From kwielandotis at gmail.com Thu Sep 17 13:37:43 2009
From: kwielandotis at gmail.com (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Thu Sep 17 13:37:46 2009
Subject: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <853d25330909171037m71211b0j890087fb5ecc863b@mail.gmail.com>
My library is located in southeastern Connecticut. Two active family web
sites that I am aware of are operated by the Geer and Avery families.
*Geer Family Association*
http://www.geerfamily.org/index.htm
This association is for the descendants of George Geer of Heavitree,
England, who settled in New London County, CT in the 17th century. This is a
pretty active national association which has regular reunions every 3 years
in various locations where Geers have settled. I like their web site
because it is informative, and yet it is not so "fancy" as to tax older PCs.
*Avery Memorial Association*
http://www.averymemorialassociation.com/
This association is for the descendants of Captain James Avery, who settled
in Pequot Colony (New London, CT) c. 1650. Their activities focus primarily
on maintaining the Avery Memorial (once the site of the family home),
cemetery, and other properties in Groton, CT, and occasional reunions. Their
web page is simpler, but still useful.
Kathleen
On Tue, Sep 15, 2009 at 6:52 PM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello All,
This summer I spoke at at family reunion and have just been contacted by
the family in question. It is one of our county's older families with
hundreds of members across the country. Well, maybe not lots of hundreds,
but a couple of hundreds. :) I am sure you all have similar groups. They
are redoing their family webpage and are seeking sage advice. Is anyone
familiar with a family webpage that you really like or admire or etc. that I
could direct them to? So, that I can say, after polling my knowledgeable
colleagues on Genealib the following websites were recommended. :)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Much thanks for your input.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix

-Kathleen Wieland
Reference Department
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365 ext 108
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090917/
dfbd5e15/attachment.html
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Thu Sep 17 13:42:53 2009
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Thu Sep 17 13:42:10 2009
Subject: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D470DFD771@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
The Chenoweth family has a large site, http://www.chenowethsite.com/

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext 153
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K.
Mannix
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 6:53 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website

Hello All,
This summer I spoke at at family reunion and have just been contacted by

the family in question. It is one of our county's older families with
hundreds of members across the country. Well, maybe not lots of
hundreds, but a couple of hundreds. :) I am sure you all have similar
groups. They are redoing their family webpage and are seeking sage
advice. Is anyone familiar with a family webpage that you really like
or admire or etc. that I could direct them to? So, that I can say, after
polling my knowledgeable colleagues on Genealib the following websites
were recommended. :)
Much thanks for your input.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090917/
da4af47b/attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Thu Sep 17 13:50:11 2009
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Thu Sep 17 13:50:13 2009
Subject: [Genealib] favorite family website
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7416534FD5@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>

Take a look at the Sheldon Family Association web site:
http://sheldonfamily.org/v2/default.htm

Suzanne (Sheldon) Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090917/6310a2d7/
attachment.html
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Fri Sep 18 11:42:40 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Fri Sep 18 11:42:42 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Free to good home
In-Reply-To: <20090917160014.612AED0275@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090917160014.612AED0275@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDA9@rplexch1.rpl.org>
As usual, just postage reimbursement.
Wordens Past (newsletter of the Worden Family Assn) Vol XVIV No. 1 [sic,
next one is vol XIX, No. 2) - May 1998- Vol. XXIII No. 3) November 2002,
12 issues.
The Muskingum (Zanesville OH), Vol 32, No 4 (July-Aug 2008)-Vol 33 No 3
(May-June 2009). 6 issues.
Northeast Alabama Settlers - Vol 46, No 1 (March 2006)-Vol 47 No 1
(April 2008) (donated by someone who says that they have many more), 3
issues.
The American Genealogist (TAG), Vol 80, No 319 (July 2005)-Vol 82, No
327 (July 2007)- 9 issues
Hawkeye Heritage (Iowa Genealogical Society) 34 issues, 1985-1993.
Imprints (Broward County FL), 17 issues 2000-2006
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Fri Sep 18 12:53:52 2009
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Fri Sep 18 12:55:28 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Attn Larry Naukam
References: <20090917160014.612AED0275@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDA9@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740C8EBFE5@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Larry, I could use any issues of Hawkeye Heritage between 1990 and 1993.
Thanks.
Suzanne Levy

Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax County Public Library
10360 North St.
Fairfax VA 22030
I'm happy to pay postage.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Naukam, Larry
Sent: Fri 9/18/2009 11:42 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Free to good home

As usual, just postage reimbursement.
Wordens Past (newsletter of the Worden Family Assn) Vol XVIV No. 1 [sic,
next one is vol XIX, No. 2) - May 1998- Vol. XXIII No. 3) November 2002,
12 issues.
The Muskingum (Zanesville OH), Vol 32, No 4 (July-Aug 2008)-Vol 33 No 3
(May-June 2009). 6 issues.
Northeast Alabama Settlers - Vol 46, No 1 (March 2006)-Vol 47 No 1
(April 2008) (donated by someone who says that they have many more), 3
issues.
The American Genealogist (TAG), Vol 80, No 319 (July 2005)-Vol 82, No
327 (July 2007)- 9 issues
Hawkeye Heritage (Iowa Genealogical Society) 34 issues, 1985-1993.
Imprints (Broward County FL), 17 issues 2000-2006
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4402 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090918/
c4c54cc9/attachment.bin
From bpowell at aclib.us Fri Sep 18 13:31:08 2009
From: bpowell at aclib.us (Bobby Powell)
Date: Fri Sep 18 13:30:27 2009
Subject: [Genealib] family history, free
Message-ID: <E44635DDFA299A4BB03650406800B680031901BE@GOETHE.acld.lib.fl.us>
Title: Descendants of Edward Church Howland of Rhode Island and Florida
Author:
Pub info:

Kolner, Frances
[Melbourne FL]: c1990

Physical description: 149 p., [10] p. of plates : ill.; 28 cm.

Personal Subject: Howland Family
Personal Subject: Howland Edward Church, 1816-1878-Family.

This is clean, great condition, free-including postage.
this extra copy.

We just have

Bobby Ruth Powell, Librarian
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Alachua County Library District
401 East University Avenue
Gainesville FL 32601
www.aclib.us <http://www.aclib.us/>
bpowell@aclib.us
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Sep 18 14:03:30 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Sep 18 14:02:18 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Free yearbook, High Point College (N.C.) 1951,
and a valuable lesson learned
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE66@mail.wvculture.org>
Free, postage or trade would be nice but not necessary:
The Zenith, 1955, yearbook of High Point College (N.C.), and The Hi-Po,
Hight Point College 1955 Review (softcover, maybe served as a substitute
for yearbook?).
Reply off-line to susan.scouras@wvculture.org.
As for the lesson learned, the above yearbook and another small volume,
a 1941 alumni directory of Woodberry Forest School, a small private
boys' school in Virginia, were received in a box of otherwide WV school
yearbooks from a local society that is closing down their library. As I
started to type in the title in this e-mail to give it away, that
nagging historian/librarian voice in the back of my head said, "You
know, there may be a reason this little group in Kanawha County kept
this in their collection." In addition to the alphabetical listing of
alumni, the book has a geographical listing as well. I checked the West
Virginia list, dropped my jaw, then started looking up names in the full

list that included inactive and deceased alumni as well. Found a couple
of the "old boys" or their sons were West Virginia governors; members of
the social, political and financial elite of the day; and/or fathers and
grandfathers of those of today. If you are familiar with West Virginia
(that's you, Jim Jeffries!) you will immediately recognize Capito,
Chilton, MacCorkle, Cammack and Caperton. I flipped over to my home
state of Kentucky and found Clays and Hancocks of horse farm fame, Des
Cognets (my family lived for 30 years in a house built on original
desCognets farm property, then being swallowed by Lexington, and the
family still held a sizeable piece of land with their home there, used
to hear their cows mooing, all of it now upscale housing), Haggin,
Seelbach, Hilliard, Chowning, etc. Lesson is, no matter how badly you
need to clear your desk or that pesky bookcart, take the time to really
review the item in hand and consider why someone or some organization in
your area would have been interested in it.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
.
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From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Fri Sep 18 14:40:34 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Fri Sep 18 14:40:36 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Instructors of Genealogy Database Classes
In-Reply-To: <20090917160014.612AED0275@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090917160014.612AED0275@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDAD@rplexch1.rpl.org>
There are no formal classes taught in our system. I teach some as an
individual, and other members of the local genealogical educators group
do as well, but not as a formal part of library instruction. We do
however sponsor knowledge days where speakers may talk about such
databases. See
http://sites.google.com/site/rochfamhistfair/Home/class-description, and
http://www.rochester175.com/Event.aspx?eventid=34&dt=633901248000000000
Larry
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From Cutronas at buffalolib.org Fri Sep 18 14:56:46 2009
From: Cutronas at buffalolib.org (Sue Cutrona)
Date: Fri Sep 18 14:57:37 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Instructors of Genealogy Database Classes

Message-ID: <20090918185735.180BED02D0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Hi Wanda,
As a reference librarian in our Local History & Genealogy department,
I've taught Ancestry Library database classes at our main library, as
well as at several other branches. A few staff members at other
branches have taught classes, but most have been and probably will
continue to be taught by Genealogy department staff. Though many
could learn the basics of these databases, we handle genealogy
related questions on a regular basis, and are at least familiar with
the research process.
Sue
Susan Cutrona
Reference Librarian
Grosvenor Room
Buffalo & Erie County Public Library
1 Lafayette Square
Buffalo, NY 14203
From sastudebaker at att.net Fri Sep 18 22:37:42 2009
From: sastudebaker at att.net (Sandra Studebaker)
Date: Fri Sep 18 22:37:49 2009
Subject: Fw: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website
Message-ID: <8336207DAE724784A1E389C006B7DBC6@SAS>
----- Original Message ----From: "Sandra Studebaker" <sastudebaker@att.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2009 5:23 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Genealib Librarians,
This topic is very pertinent to me as the Studebaker Family National
Association is about to embark on a needed makeover of its website. Have
noted those sites mentioned--Minerd, Chenoweth, Geer and Avery. But
thought someone also mentioned a list of 10 best family websites in a 2003
issue of Family Tree Magazine. Does anyone have that issue, a copy of the
article, or even a list of the Family Names/URLs? Would really appreciate
it, as the local public libraries retain only 2-3 year backruns and my
personal subscription begins in 2006. Thanks much.
Sincerely;
Sandra Studebaker, MSLS
Retired Librarian but Active Genealogist and SFNA Board Member

----- Original Message ----From: "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 6:52 PM
Subject: [Genealib] anyone got a favorite family website

>> Hello All,
>>
>> This summer I spoke at at family reunion and have just been contacted by
>> the
>> family in question. It is one of our county's older families with
>> hundreds
>> of members across the country. Well, maybe not lots of hundreds, but a
>> couple of hundreds. :) I am sure you all have similar groups. They are
>> redoing their family webpage and are seeking sage advice. Is anyone
>> familiar with a family webpage that you really like or admire or etc.
>> that I
>> could direct them to? So, that I can say, after polling my knowledgeable
>> colleagues on Genealib the following websites were recommended. :)
>>
>> Much thanks for your input.
>>
>> Mary
>>
>> ->> Mary K. Mannix
>> Maryland Room Manager
>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>> Frederick, MD
>> and
>> Vice Chair,
>> Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
>>
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From DMeszaros at aol.com Sat Sep 19 09:48:23 2009
From: DMeszaros at aol.com (DMeszaros@aol.com)
Date: Sat Sep 19 09:48:29 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: 10 Best Family Websites
Message-ID: <ca9.4ed7df6f.37e63b27@aol.com>
Crystal Conde, "Personal Best" Family Tree Magazine 4:2 (April

2003), 54-60

The sites listed are:
An American Adventure <_www.phillipsplace.net/genealogy_
(http://www.phillipsplace.net/genealogy) >
Butler Family of Cromwell, Connecticut <_www.cromwellbutlers.com_
(http://www.cromwellbutlers.com) >
Diane's Den <members.tripod.com/dianewhittaker>
Doyle Genealogical Database Master Index <_www.gentree.com/databases/Doyle_
(http://www.gentree.com/databases/Doyle) >
Genealogy in England <_www.genealogyinengland.com_
(http://www.genealogyinengland.com) >

Hackley's X Roads <members.cyberrealm.net/rockfish>
McColloch Family Heritage & Genealogical Research Site <_www.mccolloch.com_
(http://www.mccolloch.com) >
Minerd-Miner-Minor Family Web Site <_www.minerd.com_
(http://www.minerd.com) >
The Wainwrights of Penistone Parish Yorkshire, England
<freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~wewain/Wainwright/Wainwright.htm>
Wayne Coffey Genealogy <_www.mindspring.com/~wcoffey/coffey/coffey.html_
(http://www.mindspring.com/~wcoffey/coffey/coffey.html) >
If you need a copy of the article, let me know.
Donna Meszaros
In a message dated 9/18/2009 7:38:20 P.M. US Mountain Standard Time,
sastudebaker@att.net writes:
This topic is very pertinent to me as the Studebaker Family National
> Association is about to embark on a needed makeover of its website. Have
> noted those sites mentioned--Minerd, Chenoweth, Geer and Avery. But
> thought someone also mentioned a list of 10 best family websites in a
2003
> issue of Family Tree Magazine. Does anyone have that issue, a copy of
the
> article, or even a list of the Family Names/URLs? Would really appreciate
> it, as the local public libraries retain only 2-3 year backruns and my
> personal subscription begins in 2006. Thanks much.
>
> Sincerely;
> Sandra Studebaker, MSLS
> Retired Librarian but Active Genealogist and SFNA Board Member
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From heritage at bernepl.lib.in.us Mon Sep 21 11:42:34 2009
From: heritage at bernepl.lib.in.us (Heritage Room)
Date: Mon Sep 21 10:44:52 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Research Services
In-Reply-To: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA82C20AE@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <96A5552476734C249A4B8E7ED04AC5D9@bpl.local>
Here at our library we do charge for research. It's $5.00 an hour, which
includes look-ups, obituaries through micro-film, books etc. but copies are
extra. $ .15 a copy from the copier or printer, $ .25 a copy from the
micro-film reader. We strongly encourage patrons to search on their own,
with help from us finding the right books and micro-film, that way there is
no charge except for the copies. No charge for interlibrary loans. This
charge policy has been in place since the beginning because our genealogy
room is fully staffed at all times.

Kathy Rausch
Heritage Room
Berne Public Library
166 N Sprunger St.
Berne, IN

46711

260-589-2575

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2009 8:44 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Research Services

Although I asked this last year, in these changing times, I would like to
know once again if anyone is charging for research in their "public
library." Research can be defined as look-ups, obituaries, making
photocopies and looking for names from books, etc. I would especially like
to hear from Florida libraries, but will accept everyone's response.

Please tell me the fees, time willing to spend, and how many photocopies you
provide.

Are you charging for interlibrary loans?

Did you recently make the decision to charge due to the economic downturn?

Thanks.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department

Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org> pcooper@irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
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From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Mon Sep 21 13:01:07 2009
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Mon Sep 21 13:01:10 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Act of 1847
Message-ID: <20090921170109.71667D0085@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
We have encountered some interesting language in an old Tennessee survey. It
states that the property is being surveyed and assigned pursuant to an Act signed
2nd November 1847. It doesn't say Homestead, or even whether the act was state or
federal. Is anyone on our list familiar with this act?
Thank you,
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov>
________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
From helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov Mon Sep 21 14:39:30 2009
From: helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov (Helms Mary)
Date: Mon Sep 21 14:39:38 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Act of 1847
In-Reply-To: <20090921170109.71667D0085@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <17BA6CE243F86A4D89767BB3653146D301AA38FC@antigua.chattanoogatn.gov>

The Tennessee General Assembly passed an act on November 2, 1847: "An Act
further to provide for the Occupant Settlers, South and West of the Congressional
Reservation Line, and for other purposes." The act gave until September 1,1849,
for people entitled by former acts to have priority of entry and to enter their
claim. After that date it would be lawful for other persons to enter a claim.
(Acts of the State of Tennessee, 1847-8, pp. 50,51)
Mary M. Helms
Head, Local History and Genealogy Department
Chattanooga-Hamilton County Bicentennial Library
1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2652
423-757-5448
helms_m@lib.chattanooga.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Carol
Anderson
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2009 1:01 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Act of 1847
We have encountered some interesting language in an old Tennessee survey. It
states that the property is being surveyed and assigned pursuant to an Act signed
2nd November 1847. It doesn't say Homestead, or even whether the act was state or
federal. Is anyone on our list familiar with this act?
Thank you,
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov>
________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Sep 21 17:05:55 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Sep 21 17:04:43 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Highpoint yearbook and annual review claimed
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E439D5@mail.wvculture.org>
Thanks to those of you who replied.
have been claimed.
Susan Scouras

The Highpoint College materials

Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
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From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Tue Sep 22 09:49:42 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Sep 22 09:49:45 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: copying services
In-Reply-To: <20090921160015.BDC58D00BD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090921160015.BDC58D00BD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDB6@rplexch1.rpl.org>
We do not charge for research per se, because we do not do it. What
services we offer are copying and quick responses to electronic mail.
"Email based reference service is intended to provide brief answers to
factual questions.". See the [page,
http://www3.libraryweb.org/ask.aspx?id=180]. As a practical matter,
sometimes we can answer the query very quickly (do you have this, no we
don't); other times the workload may allow the staffer to spend 20 or 30
minutes on a question between their other duties. Multitasking is a
must, and it is expected. We do charge $5.00 for submitting an ILL
request. There is no guarantee that it will be honored by any lending
institution but our ILL staff (two part time folks) do call and let
someone know that they tried unsuccessfully, if that's the case. We do
advice that the lending library may add additional charges and that such
would be the responsibility of the borrower to pay. Our fees:
Life Records /obits by letter; @ $10; email? Yes; time to allow? up to
10 days
Newspaper Index; @$10; yes; up to 10 days
Newspaper Article/subject requests; up to 5 for $10; yes; up to 10 days
Rochester Images; see online order form list - $15 minimum for 3; no; up
to 10 days
Scanning; $1/page, plus CD cost of $1; yes; up to 10 days
Regular photocopies (patron operated); 20 cents cash
Prints via Venda-card; 15 cents deducted from the purchased card.
When I started here back in the last century we did not charge for
copies, and could do more research (but of course there was no
internet.) Heck, there weren't even computers! Copiers were a
wet-process arrangement that dried up and got brittle.
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
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recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
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From genealogy at daddezio.com Tue Sep 22 13:40:37 2009

From: genealogy at daddezio.com (Illya D'Addezio)
Date: Tue Sep 22 13:41:16 2009
Subject: [Genealib] The First Anniversary of Live Roots Approaches
Message-ID: <6A595C9A6ACE4388B9BDFD445B1FECA9@NJWK2ID>
Greetings!
I hope you had a pleasant summer, as fleeting as it always seems. In just a
few weeks, LiveRoots.com will reach its first anniversary, and I wanted to
take a moment to share some of the unique aspects of the project. The
feedback that I've received about the project has been wonderful, and I
would like to invite you to give LiveRoots.com (or the Live Roots Facebook
application) a try. If you feel this is a valuable service for genealogists,
please consider adding a link to it from your library's web site.
Live Roots Genealogy Search
http://www.liveroots.com/
Live Roots for Facebook
http://apps.facebook.com/liveroots/
When people ask me "what is Live Roots?" my response is that it is a new
genealogy search experience. While search is a key feature, and it does work
similar to a traditional search engine, it's the knowledge of where/how
genealogical information is stored and accessed that differentiates Live
Roots.
The Live Roots search also goes beyond web sites, and includes book and
microfilm catalogs, photographs, maps, postcards and over 70 other resource
types. Each resource is cataloged in a similar format, and graphical icons
help distinguish the resources in search results. There are currently over
200,000 resources in the Live Roots catalog.
The second question people ask is usually "so where do all these resources
come from?" I've partnered with all of the "major" players in the genealogy
industry, and receive catalog feeds from them on a regular basis. In
addition, I've worked with many of the medium and smaller publishers to get
access to their catalogs. These direct feeds are combined with the
collection of web site links I've been compiling for the past ten years
through my other projects, along with the unique resources that I've been
digitizing.
There is a .PDF file on the Live Roots web site, "Introducing the Live Roots
Project," that lists the larger catalog sources:
http://www.liveroots.com/about/Introducing-the-Live-Roots-Project.pdf and
there is an update blog where new additions are posted:
http://www.liveroots.com/blog/
While getting the direct catalog feeds is great, my work doesn't stop there.
Each of the content providers provides different information about their
titles, and often the geographic details are lacking. I make sure that
geographic information (where possible) is added to the resources down to
the CITY/TOWN level, making Live Roots the only genealogy service that
offers this kind of visibility. You are also able to navigate upwards to see
county, state, etc. level resources, and this is for all countries, not just
the U.S.A.
The Live Roots catalog is also a "tree" of sorts, where the individual
resources are linked to the site/service, which may in turn be linked to a

company/person. And the service attempts to show you where additional copies
of a given resource may be located (e.g. an online database that is also
available in print). One of the best examples of this is that the NARA
microfilms are linked to the online databases derived from them. So you can
quickly see if a film used by Ancestry (for example) has also been used
elsewhere (by Footnote perhaps).
Web sites in the Live Roots catalog are also geographically coded (although
this is an ongoing process), and there is a URL history used by the search,
so if you find a broken link while surfing around, you can put that into the
Live Roots search box, and if it finds a match, it will guide you to the new
location. I've been compiling this URL history for years, and it has several
thousand entries in it.
The search engine provides results based on a combination of "and" and "or"
logic, sorted in order of accessibility (i.e. online databases before
printed matter). There is "not" logic using the exclamation point (e.g.
"johnson !county"). Since this is a genealogy specific search service, it's
not well suited for generic searches like "census" and will refer those
types of searches to Cyndi's List.
In addition to the catalog, there is a name index derived from a subset of
the resources based on information provided from the webmasters. Thus, when
you perform a Live Roots search using a surname, you may actually get index
results as well. The Live Roots engine understands many phonetic variations
of surnames, and will also highlight those results (e.g. "MacDonald" and
"Mac Donald", "Fraim" and "Frame"). Oh, and don't be shy about searching for
surnames. you can put in as many as you want in a single search.
You may notice a subsection to the Surname Results labeled "Subscription
Data". The Live Roots search engine also taps into the subscription
databases that I've created over the years. This is the only fee-based area
of Live Roots; everything else is free (although you may need a subscription
when you arrive at the destination site for a given resource).
The last two points on search: to locate a specific title, put the search
query in double quotes, and to see if a web site is cataloged (or all of the
pages from a specific domain), put a web address (URL) in to the search box.
While the Live Roots catalog and index continue to grow on a daily basis,
there is still a wealth of information that is not included. But, with the
use of technology called web services, you can perform real-time searches
from a variety of information providers (including all the major players in
our industry). You'll see that the Live Roots search makes it simple to
extend your search beyond its own catalog with preset clicks to these
real-time searches. In a matter of minutes, you can search for a specific
ancestor across all of the major sites without leaving Live Roots (or having
to re-enter your search criteria).
Live Roots includes "Web 2.0" type features, including "Follow", "Share",
"Comment" and "Record" that are part of a project management section. Follow
is similar to bookmarking, except it continues to work even if the resource
moves, and in an upcoming release you will be able to receive alerts for the
items you've followed. Share lets you send an email to highlight a given
resource (or search result) for a friend. Comment lets you make notes for
resources you discover, and Record makes an entry in a dynamic research log.
Except for Share, you need to setup a free membership account to take
advantage of these features. For more details on this aspect of Live Roots,
check out http://www.liveroots.com/genealogy/research.html

There are dozens of other interesting features in Live Roots (e.g.
definitions of terminology, surname meanings, wiki-like glossary of
genealogy concepts), but hopefully you get a sense of why I call Live Roots
a search experience. It's more of a Swiss-army knife for genealogists.
I don't expect your support of the project just based on reading this
document, so please give Live Roots a try and see it in action, and then, if
you agree that it would offer value to your patrons, consider adding a link
to your library's web site.
Regards,
- illya
Illya J. D'Addezio, Owner
Genealogy Today LLC
New Providence, NJ 07974
Live Roots Genealogy Search
http://www.liveroots.com/
Genealogy Today (online since 1999)
http://www.genealogytoday.com/
Follow me on Twitter
http://twitter.com/illyadaddezio

From John.LaMont at spl.org Tue Sep 22 16:24:24 2009
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Tue Sep 22 16:24:32 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Instructors of Genealogy Database Classes
In-Reply-To: <20090919160017.525AFD0307@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090919160017.525AFD0307@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE6945554A7D@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
We have two genealogy librarians on staff at The Seattle Public Library. I teach a
Genealogy Databases & Web sites class typically on a monthly basis. The classes
are held either at the Central Branch downtown or at one of the neighborhood
branches using a traveling lab. Genealogy staff also teach a beginning your family
history class and provide a tour of the genealogy collection. We recently had a
directed field work student help us create a short online tutorial for getting
started with Ancestry Library Edition:
http://www.spl.org/videos/Ancestry/Ancestry_Library_edition.htm
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Wed Sep 23 10:46:57 2009
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Wed Sep 23 10:49:11 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Act of 1847

Message-ID: <20090923144909.882B6D01ED@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Mary,

That is exactly what we needed!

Thank you so much.

I love this list!

Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov
________________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
From MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov Wed Sep 23 15:45:14 2009
From: MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov (Margaret Chatraw)
Date: Wed Sep 23 15:49:13 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Family histories
Message-ID: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454967@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
Does your library have any policy or statements about accepting donated
family histories? For instance, do you only accept them from family
members included in the history? Do you accept donations from anyone who
happens to find one at a yard sale, for example, and is in no way
related to the family? Have you ever received family history donations
that had less than kind remarks and/or stories about family members who
are still living or their children are still living? (I wonder if the
book was intended for family members only, or if the other family
members even knew what had been written about them.) This seems like a
delicate situation, and I wondered how some of you might have handled
the situation. Thanks for your input.

Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator - Youth Services
Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,

Milton, FL

32570

850-623-2043
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090923/363e7590/
attachment.html
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Wed Sep 23 16:03:26 2009

From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Wed Sep 23 16:03:31 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Family histories
In-Reply-To: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454967@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
Message-ID: <20090923200329.F36942FC32F@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
>From our policy:
Manuscripts, personal and family papers, and individual research are
accepted if they are of special interest to the area. For large collections
arrangements must be made for the housing, indexing, and maintenance of the
materials. Personal and/or family collections of genealogical papers and
research must meet all privacy laws, and demonstrate reasonable concern for
the privacy and safety of living relatives.

Dusty Gres
Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Margaret
Chatraw
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 3:45 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family histories

Does your library have any policy or statements about accepting donated
family histories? For instance, do you only accept them from family members
included in the history? Do you accept donations from anyone who happens to
find one at a yard sale, for example, and is in no way related to the
family? Have you ever received family history donations that had less than
kind remarks and/or stories about family members who are still living or
their children are still living? (I wonder if the book was intended for
family members only, or if the other family members even knew what had been
written about them.) This seems like a delicate situation, and I wondered
how some of you might have handled the situation. Thanks for your input.

Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator - Youth Services
Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,

Milton, FL

32570

850-623-2043
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090923/62f5445b/
attachment.html
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Wed Sep 23 16:15:19 2009
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Wed Sep 23 16:16:13 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Family histories
In-Reply-To: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454967@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
References: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454967@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
Message-ID: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F386402C33B28@carrch23.carrollton.com>
>From our collection development policy statement:

The third category is family histories. These are long genealogies of a
family and its many branches, usually from at least one immigrant
ancestor. The library has only a few of these because of their limited
appeal to researchers. Histories that cover in detail not only the
descendants of one person (or a married couple), but also include much
information about lateral families, are more desirable. Care has been
taken to have either the latter kind of family history or histories that
have strong Carrollton, Dallas County or Denton County ties. These are
almost always donations to the library from individuals rather than
purchases.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Margaret

Chatraw
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:45 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family histories

Does your library have any policy or statements about accepting donated
family histories? For instance, do you only accept them from family
members included in the history? Do you accept donations from anyone who
happens to find one at a yard sale, for example, and is in no way
related to the family? Have you ever received family history donations
that had less than kind remarks and/or stories about family members who
are still living or their children are still living? (I wonder if the
book was intended for family members only, or if the other family
members even knew what had been written about them.) This seems like a
delicate situation, and I wondered how some of you might have handled
the situation. Thanks for your input.

Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator - Youth Services
Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,

Milton, FL

32570

850-623-2043
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090923/
f73d83f5/attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Sep 24 02:00:07 2009
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Thu Sep 24 02:00:23 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Leave 24 to 27 September 2009
Message-ID: <OFF1CFBBB6.CA297D2A-ONCA25763B.0020F854-CA25763B.0020F853@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090924/
a2abb22a/attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Wed Sep 23 16:20:38 2009
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Sep 24 09:18:39 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Family histories
In-Reply-To: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454967@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
References: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454967@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0909231320g12cf6699i1e9cd97d3b0b96de@mail.gmail.com>
We add every published history that was donated to us.
I don't recall ever seeing a published genealogy with "unkind" stories
of family members - but including living people is very common. We

added all titles.
If it was a book we cataloged it and put it on the shelf. If it was a
manuscript we either sent it out to be bound or added it to the file
cabinet collection.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
On Wed, Sep 23, 2009 at 3:45 PM, Margaret Chatraw
<MargaretC@santarosa.fl.gov> wrote:
> Does your library have any policy or statements about accepting donated
> family histories?? For instance, do you only accept them from family members
> included in the history? Do you accept donations from anyone who happens to
> find one at a yard sale, for example, and is in no way related to the
> family? Have you ever received family history donations that had less than
> kind remarks and/or stories about family members who are still living or
> their children are still living?? (I wonder if the book was intended for
> family members only, or if the other family members even knew what had been
> written about them.) This seems like a delicate situation, and I wondered
> how some of you might have handled the situation.? Thanks for your input.
>
>
>
>
>
> Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator ? Youth Services
>
> Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
>
> 6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,? Milton, FL? 32570
>
> 850-623-2043
>
> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Sep 24 09:58:59 2009
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Sep 24 09:57:42 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Family histories
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFE67@mail.wvculture.org>
I think the biggest problem is with self-published family histories, the vast
majority of genealogy works these days, that have not been edited by a publishing
company editor and benefited from an editor's professional requirements and
suggestions. We certainly don't read all manuscripts submitted to the collection
from title page to index, but I do flip through them for cataloging information-illustrations, maps, subject headings. Most of the time the "unpleasant"
information is part of an actual record or was published in the newspaper. One

genealogist listed items found in the newspapers--without comment--for many of her
relatives, including protective orders, drunk driving arrests, criminal
proceedings, unpaid property taxes, divorce filings, drug charges, etc.
As previously discussed in this forum, our only serious problem was with a family
history to which the author had appended her father's memoirs. His comments
(judgments) regarding his own son, as well as other family members, most still
living or not long gone, were appalling. The real problem was his stories and
statements about his fellow physicians and the area medical community, many of
which could be libelous! After much debate, we approached the author and asked her
about separating the memoir from her work, but she had no problem with any of it,
didn't want to withdraw the memoir section nor the whole thing, and basically left
us still hanging. We finally opted to remove the memoir and preserve it, keeping
it unavailable to the public, and with the recommendation that it be withheld at
least 50 years. We are all still uncomfortable with the decision, but don't know
how else to have handled it.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 4:21 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family histories
We add every published history that was donated to us.
I don't recall ever seeing a published genealogy with "unkind" stories of family
members - but including living people is very common. We added all titles.
If it was a book we cataloged it and put it on the shelf. If it was a manuscript we
either sent it out to be bound or added it to the file cabinet collection.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
On Wed, Sep 23, 2009 at 3:45 PM, Margaret Chatraw <MargaretC@santarosa.fl.gov>
wrote:
> Does your library have any policy or statements about accepting
> donated family histories?? For instance, do you only accept them from
> family members included in the history? Do you accept donations from
> anyone who happens to find one at a yard sale, for example, and is in
> no way related to the family? Have you ever received family history
> donations that had less than kind remarks and/or stories about family
> members who are still living or their children are still living?? (I
> wonder if the book was intended for family members only, or if the
> other family members even knew what had been written about them.) This

> seems like a delicate situation, and I wondered how some of you might
> have handled the situation.? Thanks for your input.
>
>
>
>
>
> Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator - Youth Services
>
> Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
>
> 6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,? Milton, FL? 32570
>
> 850-623-2043
>
> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lblanton at jcpl.net Fri Sep 25 11:55:01 2009
From: lblanton at jcpl.net (Linda Blanton)
Date: Fri Sep 25 11:55:57 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available for postage/shipping - Western
Coast and Western States, mostly 1972-2003
Message-ID: <985443ECE99C1541BC90CC45D266B53D02BBFE0FFF@JCPLMAIL.jcpl.net>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Copy of Surplus Periodicals West
Coast, Western States Sep 2009.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 19542 bytes
Desc: Copy of Surplus Periodicals West Coast, Western States
Sep 2009.xlsx
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090925/9ffe75eb/
CopyofSurplusPeriodicalsWestCoastWesternStatesSep2009-0001.bin
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Fri Sep 25 14:50:26 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Fri Sep 25 14:50:30 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <20090925155556.66F2FD02AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090925155556.66F2FD02AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDD3@rplexch1.rpl.org>
We have been gifted with a large number of items. They are either
duplicates to us, or out of our collecting area. Herewith:
Swedish American Genealogist, 20 issues, 1981, 1995-1998, 2000-2003.

Western NY Genealogical Society Journal, 4 issues 2005-2008
Hawkeye Heritage, 1985-1988 (Iowa)
Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly, Spring 1991
National Genealogical Society Newsmagazine, all of 2003
NE Hist and Gen Register Jan 05-Jan 08
NGS Quarterly 2004-2007
Maine Genealogist Feb and May 2005
New England Ancestors Holiday 2003-Holiday 2007, 15 issues
New York G and B Record, 10-55, 10-78, 1-79, 1992 plus index, 1993 but
no index, Oct 2001 plus index, July 2003 plus
index, all of
2004 plus index, Jan-Apr-Jul 2005 plus index, all of 2006 and 2007 but
no index, Jan 2008
Wisconsin Families, June 1940-March 1941, 4 issues
Ohio Genealogical Society Quarterly, March 2006, 1 issue
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From smcfarland at swkls.org Fri Sep 25 12:44:23 2009
From: smcfarland at swkls.org (smcfarland@swkls.org)
Date: Fri Sep 25 15:10:50 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Collection software...
Message-ID:
<20090925164424.SHHU10630.dukecmfep05.coxmail.com@dukecmimpo03.coxmail.com>
Hello!
We're looking for automation software for a collection.
experience using Surpass for genealogy collections?
Thank you in advance
Sara McFarland

Have any of you had

From LThornton at cn.edu Fri Sep 25 15:15:23 2009
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Fri Sep 25 15:15:26 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Collection software...
In-Reply-To:
<20090925164424.SHHU10630.dukecmfep05.coxmail.com@dukecmimpo03.coxmail.com>
References:
<20090925164424.SHHU10630.dukecmfep05.coxmail.com@dukecmimpo03.coxmail.com>
Message-ID: <82400295A4807440940E77FCFA6F430414C30605@CNCCMA01.cn.edu>
We tried Surpass CL for a church library, and that version was too stripped down to
be very functional as a catalog. What I discovered (after we purchased it) was
that it only recognized the 650 0 field as a subject. If you have 651, 600, 610,
630, it did not search on those. You can imagine the difficulty we had when it
wouldn't search things like Bible. N.T. Acts -- Commentaries. In a genealogical
collection, I'd hate to see what would happen when you couldn't search family names
or geographic headings. Make sure that searching is functional for those. I
believe that it is in the SL version.
Lori Thornton
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of smcfarland@swkls.org

Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 12:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Collection software...
Hello!
We're looking for automation software for a collection.
experience using Surpass for genealogy collections?
Thank you in advance
Sara McFarland

Have any of you had

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From peggywvgs at msn.com Sat Sep 26 13:03:03 2009
From: peggywvgs at msn.com (Peggy Morphew)
Date: Sat Sep 26 13:03:04 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Even more periodicals for postage!
In-Reply-To: <82400295A4807440940E77FCFA6F430414C30605@CNCCMA01.cn.edu>
References:
<20090925164424.SHHU10630.dukecmfep05.coxmail.com@dukecmimpo03.coxmail.com>
Message-ID: <SNT129-W45B0296D472535FE2E072EBCD80@phx.gbl>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Duplicate Periodicals.rtf
Type: application/msword
Size: 5245 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090926/4258ef45/
DuplicatePeriodicals.dot
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Sat Sep 26 14:21:18 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Sat Sep 26 14:21:21 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDD3@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20090925155556.66F2FD02AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDD3@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDDF@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Still more:
1. 71 issues of the Detroit Society for Genealogical Research magazine,
1938-1970. Fairly good condition.
2. Report of the Ohio Genealogical Society, spring 1997
3. Ohio Civil War Genealogy Journal, Vol 1, number 1,2 3, 1997
4. Cemetery Inscriptions Danby and MT Tabor Vermont, by Margaret R
Jenks. 1988
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,

disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From peggywvgs at msn.com Sun Sep 27 12:52:01 2009
From: peggywvgs at msn.com (Peggy Morphew)
Date: Sun Sep 27 12:52:04 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDD3@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20090925155556.66F2FD02AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <SNT129-W397137080D4873010DAFEBCD70@phx.gbl>
Hi Larry,
West Valley Gen Soc Library would like the following:
Swedish American Genealogist
1981 - 1,2,3,4
1995 - 1,2,3
volume 15
1996 - 1,2,3,4
volume 16
1997 - 1,2,3,4
volume 17
1998 - 1,2,4
volume 18
Western NY Genealogical Society Journal
4 issues 2005-2008
Wisconsin Families
June 1940-March 1941

4 issues

Cemetery Inscriptions Danby and Mt. Tabor VT

Since I am an unpaid volunteer, much of my 'work' is done at home. I will need to
check for your other offerings when I can go to the library - perhaps even today,
Sunday.

Thanks so much,
Peggy Morphew
Volunteer Library Administrator
West Valley Genealogical Society
12222 N. 111th Ave.
Youngtown, AZ 85363-1225

_________________________________________________________________
Bing? brings you maps, menus, and reviews organized in one place.
Try it now.
http://www.bing.com/search?
q=restaurants&form=MLOGEN&publ=WLHMTAG&crea=TEXT_MLOGEN_Core_tagline_local_1x1
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090927/
d58d7b30/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Sun Sep 27 13:23:50 2009
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Sun Sep 27 13:23:53 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: anyone got a favorite family website
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c86520909151552g7bf2df5dib791fcdf4da3b916@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b63c86520909271023n2b41e1d6w842ee9bf2f2fdc79@mail.gmail.com>
Much thanks to everyone who forwarded their favorite sites.
them on to my patron. Again, much thanks, Mary

I will forward

On Tue, Sep 15, 2009 at 6:52 PM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello All,
This summer I spoke at at family reunion and have just been contacted by
the family in question. It is one of our county's older families with
hundreds of members across the country. Well, maybe not lots of hundreds,
but a couple of hundreds. :) I am sure you all have similar groups. They
are redoing their family webpage and are seeking sage advice. Is anyone
familiar with a family webpage that you really like or admire or etc. that I
could direct them to? So, that I can say, after polling my knowledgeable
colleagues on Genealib the following websites were recommended. :)
Much thanks for your input.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090927/
d7340c94/attachment.html
From tbenson at vbdl.org Mon Sep 28 09:47:51 2009
From: tbenson at vbdl.org (Toni I. Benson)

Date: Mon Sep 28 09:48:33 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDDF@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20090925155556.66F2FD02AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDD3@rplexch1.rpl.org>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDDF@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <4AC0BE87.5080000@vbdl.org>
Our library would be interested in the Detroit Society periodical for
1938 thru 1962, if we may claim just a portion.
Thank you,
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
tbenson@vbdl.org
Naukam, Larry wrote:
> Still more:
>
>
> 1. 71 issues of the Detroit Society for Genealogical Research magazine,
> 1938-1970. Fairly good condition.
>
> 2. Report of the Ohio Genealogical Society, spring 1997
>
> 3. Ohio Civil War Genealogy Journal, Vol 1, number 1,2 3, 1997
>
> 4. Cemetery Inscriptions Danby and MT Tabor Vermont, by Margaret R
> Jenks. 1988
>
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> ** Confidentiality Notice **
> This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, co
> py or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended recipient, please
contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all copies of the
original message, including attachments.
>
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Mon Sep 28 13:45:31 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Mon Sep 28 13:45:35 2009
Subject: [Genealib] RE: books and magazines for postage
In-Reply-To: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDEE@rplexch1.rpl.org>

We get great response to these and they are usually gone in 10 minutes,
I kid you not. I answer the successful claimant directly, and also the
unsuccessful claimants individually. I will post what's left soon.
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Mon Sep 28 13:59:32 2009
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Mon Sep 28 13:59:37 2009
Subject: [Genealib] more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20090928160016.5D446D0169@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0622EDF0@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Genealogical Society of Vermont, Newsletter, miscellaneous issues
1996-2005.
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov Tue Sep 29 11:57:17 2009
From: MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov (Margaret Chatraw)
Date: Tue Sep 29 12:02:12 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Family Histories
Message-ID: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454972@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
Thank you to all who responded to my request about family histories in
your collections.

Margaret Chatraw, Library Coordinator - Genealogy Services
Santa Rosa County Library System, Administration Center
6568 Caroline St., Ste. 101,

Milton, FL

32570

850-623-2043
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090929/19ba4b74/
attachment.html
From kdr at ckls.org Tue Sep 29 12:17:45 2009
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)

Date: Tue Sep 29 12:19:11 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Family Histories
In-Reply-To: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454972@comsvr1.co.santar
osa.fl.us>
References: <FA1B3E5CDAA86C4088914A5380BCC62302454972@comsvr1.co.santarosa.fl.us>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20090929111707.04d47910@ckls.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090929/7c5c518d/
attachment.html
From jbaer at lpld.lib.in.us Tue Sep 29 11:26:50 2009
From: jbaer at lpld.lib.in.us (Joyce Baer)
Date: Tue Sep 29 12:45:54 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Family History Week-end in Lawrenceburg, Oct. 16-17
Message-ID: <000001ca4119$468a7f70$d39f7e50$@lib.in.us>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: FamHistWeek-end and Agenda2p..docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 59577 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090929/
c3f614d4/FamHistWeek-endandAgenda2p..bin
From margaret.eves at gmail.com Tue Sep 29 12:32:47 2009
From: margaret.eves at gmail.com (Margaret Eves)
Date: Tue Sep 29 14:07:03 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: anyone got a favorite family website
Message-ID: <b50341f50909290932m252b79a8p39e3fe46ee3cf573@mail.gmail.com>
Hi, Mary,
Did you post a "HIT" for the family website suggestions you received? I'd
love to have a list to provide as "good" examples for my genealogy classes.
Thanks.
-Margaret Eves, MLIS
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090929/
b0ebad41/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Tue Sep 29 14:21:54 2009
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Tue Sep 29 14:21:57 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Re: anyone got a favorite family website
In-Reply-To: <b50341f50909290932m252b79a8p39e3fe46ee3cf573@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b50341f50909290932m252b79a8p39e3fe46ee3cf573@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b63c86520909291121q4ca4dca1kdcca215db418f6f8@mail.gmail.com>
I will pull them all together! and post. Mary
On Tue, Sep 29, 2009 at 12:32 PM, Margaret Eves <margaret.eves@gmail.com>wrote:
>
> Hi, Mary,
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Did you post a "HIT" for the family website suggestions you received? I'd
love to have a list to provide as "good" examples for my genealogy classes.
Thanks.
-Margaret Eves, MLIS
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Vice Chair,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090929/044b70cb/
attachment.html
From Pam.Young at roanokeva.gov Tue Sep 29 16:01:26 2009
From: Pam.Young at roanokeva.gov (Pam.Young@roanokeva.gov)
Date: Tue Sep 29 16:01:22 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Pam Young is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OFB6422F11.2936D54D-ON85257640.006DFEDC85257640.006DFEDC@roanokeva.gov>
I will be out of the office starting
10/01/2009.

09/28/2009 and will not return until

From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Sep 29 19:04:18 2009
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Sep 29 19:04:54 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal Constitution
Message-ID: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0876C69@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Can anyone with access to the Atlanta Journal Constitution from January
2009 contact me off list?

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System

McKinney, TX
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org <mailto:tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090929/
f854c59e/attachment.html
From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Wed Sep 30 12:41:50 2009
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Wed Sep 30 12:42:48 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Meyers Orts on ALE?
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F40B5EC@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Not so long ago I was using Meyers Orts on ALE.
I no longer find it. Do any of you know if I am missing this or is it
no longer a part of their collection?

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090930/2d097995/
attachment.html
From jshappee at lib.az.us Wed Sep 30 12:45:35 2009
From: jshappee at lib.az.us (Judy Shappee)
Date: Wed Sep 30 12:46:19 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Meyers Orts on ALE?
In-Reply-To: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F40B5EC@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
References: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F40B5EC@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Message-ID: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA185027FFAA4@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
It's still there.
keyword "Meyers."

I just found it. Search all databases with the
It's nice to be able to print an item enlarged.

Judy Shappee
Arizona State Library

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom M.
Mueller
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 9:42 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Meyers Orts on ALE?

Not so long ago I was using Meyers Orts on ALE.
I no longer find it. Do any of you know if I am missing this or is it
no longer a part of their collection?

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library

1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090930/
e9efcda6/attachment.html
From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Wed Sep 30 12:49:32 2009
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Wed Sep 30 12:50:23 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Meyers Orts on ALE?
In-Reply-To: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA185027FFAA4@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
References: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F40B5EC@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
<71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA185027FFAA4@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F40B5F0@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Thank you!

Of course I found it after entering correctly.

Can I blame a typo on fat fingers?

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Judy
Shappee
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 12:46 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Meyers Orts on ALE?

It's still there.
keyword "Meyers."

I just found it. Search all databases with the
It's nice to be able to print an item enlarged.

Judy Shappee
Arizona State Library

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom M.
Mueller
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 9:42 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Meyers Orts on ALE?

Not so long ago I was using Meyers Orts on ALE.
I no longer find it. Do any of you know if I am missing this or is it
no longer a part of their collection?

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090930/1e8466f8/
attachment.html
From cheryls at plano.gov Wed Sep 30 13:04:21 2009
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Wed Sep 30 13:05:09 2009
Subject: [Genealib] Fan Page on Facebook
Message-ID: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF01D57918@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
Hello,
Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives of Plano, Texas has
created a page on Facebook. Please "Become a fan" and pass this on to
others who might be interested in joining.
Thanks,
Cheryl Smith
Senior Public Services Librarian
Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
2501 Coit Rd.
Plano, TX 75075
972-769-4240
cheryls@plano.gov

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebookinvite (2).docx
Type: application/octet-stream
Size: 27278 bytes
Desc: facebookinvite (2).docx
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20090930/7a57a871/
facebookinvite2.obj

